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UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

VULCAN IRON WORKS,
Appellant,

vs.

SAMUEL R. SMITH et al.,

. I ppellees.

STATEMENT OF FACTS.

Suit in equity in the usual form for infringement of a

patent on a band-saw mill. After trial on the merits an

interlocutory decree was entered in favor of complainants.

Defendant appealed therefrom to this Court.

Appellees are residents of Cincinnati, Ohio, where they

are engaged in manufacturing saw-mill machinery under

the firm name of Smith, Myers A: Schnier. They are the

owners of the patent sued on. The Joshua Hendy Ma-

chine Works of San Francisco are their Pacific Coast

agents.

Appellant is a California corporation engaged in man-

ufacturing saw-mill machinery at San Francisco.

The patent in suit is patent No. 442,645, granted to

Samuel R. Smith on December 16, 1890, and is entitled

M Improvement in band-mills."

Three defences are argued in appellant's brief, antici-

pation, want of invention, and noninfringement. Before

considering them, there are one or two preliminary mat-

ter- we -hall notice.



I.

HISTORY OF THE INVENTION.

Prior to November, 1888, Smith and bis firm bad been

engaged for ten years or more in making and selling at

Cincinnati, a certain style of band-mill, represented by

blue prints which are in evidence. Those mills were fair

types of the then existing machines, and while they were

perhaps as good as any then known, they were radically

defective in many particulars and did not give perfect

satisfaction.

Prior to November, 1888, Smith's mental conception

of the patented invention was perfected. About the first

of November, 1888, he exhibited sketches of the inven-

tion to the draughtsman of his firm and directed him to

make working drawings of a mill embodying that mental

conception, which drawings were completed, under his

direction and supervision, on November 21, 1888 (see

Cincinnati Depositions Record, pp. 34-62). The patterns

for some of the parts of the first machine were com-

menced on November 10, 1888. [hi.)

The first machine was sold to a Mr. Ford, of Kentucky,

who inspected the drawings on December 20, 1889, and

the machine built therefrom, in a partially finished con-

dition, on February 18, 1889, when the order for it was

given. The mill was set up and started in complainant's

shop at Cincinnati on April 8, 1889, and photographs

were then and there tab n of it. It was shipped to Mr.

Ford ;it Williamsburg, Ky.. on April 12, 1889, and was

l„n in operation on April 25, L889, ever since which

time it has been running Successfully. It gave perfect

satisfaction, and appellees immediately commenced build-



log the mills in quantities and supplying the market. No

changes have been made since the original drawings

were made under Smith's direction in November, 1888.

therefore, the date of Smith's invention is, beyond all

doubt, as early as November, 1888.

Smith did not immediately apply for his patent, as the

law allowed him two years in which to file his applica-

tion. In the latter part of April or the first part of May,

1889, appellees had circulars fully illustrating and

describing the mill both verbally and graphically,

printed and widely circulated among mill-men and the

trade generally throughout the United States, and filed

the application September 24, 1889.

The invention immediately met the approval of mill-

men and manufacturers of band-saw mills. In fact, it

captured the market from the start; for, while Smith was

testing his new invention to learn if anything further was

needed to make a perfect band-mill, various manufactur-

ers throughout the United States commenced to make

and put on the market band-mills containing Smith's in-

vention, and two of them actually filed applications ahead

of him for patents thereon. When Smith filed his ap-

plication he was confronted with these prior applications.

With these he was at once thrown into interference, and

after trials priority was awarded to him by the patent

office.

In 1890, complaintants established an agency in San

Francisco with the Joshua Hendy Machine Works, send-

ing thither their first machine in the summer or fall of

1890. Since then many of these machines have been

placed in California, and have proven to be entirely sue-



cessful. At the time of the trial below about 35 had

been sold. Since then many more have been sold, and

the demand is daily increasing. In fact, they are super-

ceding the circular saw.

II.

THE PATENTED INVENTION.

A band-saw consists primarily of a thin, endless ribbon

of steel, having saw teeth cut in its front edge and run-

ning vertically over two oppositely disposed pulleys or

wheels. As such, the band-saw mill was known prior to

Smith's invention. Its economy over the circular and

reciprocating thick-bladed saws, in so far as the saving of

lumber was concerned, was likewise known. But all the

band-mills prior to Smith's were defective in several par-

ticulars. First:—The saw could not be made to run true

on its wheels when speeded to do effective work. Second:

—It could not be rapidly adjusted to the duty required of

it. TJtird:—The saw could not. in use, be automatically

and sensitively strained and properly adjusted so as to

run true regardless of the duty required of, or the load

put upon it. For these reasons band-mills were not a

success prior to Smith's invention.

There had been many attempts prior to Smith's inven-

tion t<> overcome these defects, but none of them proved

successful. All efforts of prior inventors were directed

to the improvement of the old feature- in the earlier

mills. They proceeded upon the theory that the older

mill- were constructed upon correct principles, tnd that

certain structural change-, more or less ingenious, would

overcome former defect-. Smith, on the other hand, dis-

covered ilmt the older mill- were built upon wrong prin-



eiple8,and instead of attempting to merely carry forward

the ideas of others, he discarded those ideas entirely and

directed Us efforts in a difierenl channel. He .truck al

the root of the evil, instead of merely lopping off its

branches, as prior inventor- had done, [ndeed, he made

B„ch a radical departure from current idea, in the con-

struction of his mill that hi. own partners tried to dis-

courage him from putting his invention on the market.

See Smith's Cincinnati Deposition). It was not until

monthsafter it had been put up, used, and thoroughly

tested that they, entirely satisfied, consented to his apply-

ing for a patent.

The radical change, which Smith introduced into the

art of building band-mills may be enumerated as Follows:

First. A rigid continuous outside support for the front

bearings of the upperand lower band-wheel shafts, secured

to the main supporting column between the band-wheels,

so as to keep the shafts in true alignment and also per-

mit the ready removal and replacement of the saw.

Second. Provision of means for rapidly adjusting the

machine to the duty required of it.

Third. Provision of mean, whereby the saw will be

automatically and sensitively strained to the proper ten-

sion.

[„ the testimony the Brst feature is called th« fa

support; the second, the cross-line adjustment, and the

third, the sensitive straining d< vice.

The Brst feature is covered by Claim- I. '2. 3 and
1

of

tll( . patent; the second feature by Claims 7, 8 and 9, and

the third by Claims 5, 6 and 10. The second feature is

not in issue here, as the defendant has not used it. In-
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fringement is charged only of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th

and 10th Claims, and the Court has found that all those

claims are infrmgred.

The patent shows a main supporting frame securely

attached to a base-plate, consisting of an upright hollow

metallic column, preferably of circular form. Attached

to the front of this column is a hollow casting consisting

of three parts, the first a horizontal part bolted to the

main column, and the second and third parts vertical hol-

low arms to receive the bearings of the upper and lower

band-wheel shafts. The entire casting is of T-shape,

horizontally disposed, with the stem bolted to the main

column midway between the band-wheels. Through the

center of this outside column and the main column is a

horizontally disposed transverse rock-shaft, resting on

knife-edge bearings attached to brackets and having a

weighted lever attached to the center of the rock-shaft at

right-angles. The weight on this lever, which can be in-

creased or diminished at will, operates to vibrate the rock-

shaft on its knife-edge bearing-. The front bearing of

the upper band-wheel shaft is axially secured upon the

top of a depending trunnion, which fits snugly into the

bore of the upper hollow arm of the outside supporting

column, and is tapped at its lower end to receive a screw-

Bhaft, which rests in a step in the outer end of a short arm

tured to the rock-shaft. The rear bearing of the upper

band-wheel -haft ha- a similar arrangement for its sup-

port. It will thus be seen that the Weighted leverseCUTed

to i In- rock-shaft between the knife-edge bearings, coun-

terpoises the two bearings of the upper band-wheel shaft

and provides an exceedingly sensitive automatic adjust-



ment for the same, whereby the saw is kept properly

strained. The front bearing of the lower band-wheel

shaft is secured to a permanent fixed shaft, which has its

front end secured to the lower member of the outside

supporting column and its rear end to a hanger depend-

ing from the base of the main frame. This bearing is

not adjustable. A hood or shield overhangs the lower

band-wheel and has an upper segmental flange through

which it is bolted to the main frame.

The patentee says in his specification

:

" I have shown and described what I believe to be the

simplest and best means of embodying my invention; but

it is obvious that many mechanical changes may be made

without departing from its spirit and scope, and I would

hence have it understood that I consider all such me-

chanical changes as mere modifications of my inven-

tion."

Reference is here made to cuts of the machine found

in subsequent pages of this brief.

III.

QUESTION OF ANTICIPATION.

The appellants contend that Claims 1, 2 and 3 lack

patentable novelty—that is to say, are anticipated. The

other claims on which the Court found infringement-

Claims 4, 5, 6 and 10—are not attacked on the ground of

anticipation.

Before considering this question of anticipation in de-

tail, as applied specifically to the claims, it will not be out

of place to get a clear and concise idea of the term an-

ticipation, as used in its Legal acceptation. Having done
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that, it will not be difficult to apply its principles to the

matter in hand.

By the term anticipation is meant substantial identity;

that is to say. for a prior device to anticipate a patented

invention it must be substantially identical therewith.

(Merwin, § 56.) In the case of combination claims an-

ticipation is not shown unless the identical combination is

shown to have existed before. Hence, in such case, an-

ticipation is not established by merely showing the prior

existence of the various elements separately and singly in

different machines. The entire combination, or assem-

blage of all the elements, must be shown in some one

prior device identical in function and mode of operation

with the patented combination. Consequently, strict an-

ticipation is difficult to prove.

Another observation: Anticipation is a question of fact,

pure and simple, to be determined by the evidence in a

case. That i> to say, in determining whether a patented

combination is anticipated by a prior device the Court or

jury, as the case may be, must determine from the evi-

dence whether as a matter of fact the two device- are

identical.

1 Robinson <>n P<< ^ 112.

Bis vs. Weth 9 Wall.. 812.)

Turrillvs. R. //. Co. (1 1 '.. 491.)

Now, thru, a- to the rule- of law by which this qU( 9-

tion <»t* fact i> t<» be determined:

1-t. 7V<< /»ti< id itself is prima fa that the

is i<"t anticipai

A- a corrollarv from this rule it follow- that —
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2d. The burden of proof to show anticipation is on him

,,./.» avers it, and every reasonable doubt should be resolved

against him.

Walker, § 70, and cases cited.

Confining ourselves to cases of anticipation by prior

patents and printed publications, another rule follows.

viz.:

3d. -1 prior patent or publication does not anticipate

unless it contains in itself a description of substantially

the same organized mechanism, operating in substantially

tl„ Sarm manner as that described in the patent sought to

be anticipated.

Clark vs. Copeland, 2 Fish, 222.

And also still another rule, which may be stated as fol-

lows :

4th. To establish anticipation by a prior patent it must

describe and show a complete andoperatw device ready for

immediali employment by the public, and capable, of being

put into *,«;;.<*/,'/ practical operation.

Akin to this rule and practically the same thing' slated

in different language is another, viz.:

5th. -1 prior device is not an anticipation either if it is

fundamentally incapaU of performing th functions of

thepatented device, although mechanically similar then

or if it was neither designed nor apparently adapted nor

actually used to perform th f Horn of the patented de-

vice, although it might have been made to do so h »••

not substantially different from thatof the patented device.

And as a final rule on this subject we Mate:
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6th. To establish anticipation the prior patent must con-

tain in itself a description of the device in such full,

clear, consise and exact terms as to enable a person skilled

in the art to construct and operate the patented device, from

such description itself without experiment and without exer-

cise of his own inventive faculty.

We shall have occasion to apply all of these rules later

on, at which time we shall have more to say concerning

them, and shall then cite authorities in support thereof.

For the time being we merely state them without detailed

comment.

We now take up the first three claims of Smith's

patent alleged to be anticipated, and shall consider them

as to the matter of anticipation.

Alleged anticipation of Claim 1.

" In a band-saw mill the combination with the band-

wheels and main supporting frame or column, of an integ-

ral standard carrying the front bearings of the upper

Mixl lower band-wheel shafts, said standard being attached

to the front side of said main frame or column between

s;iid band-wheels substantially as hereinbefore set forth."

In construing this claim, appellant's counsel, after

stating it> several elements, says:

"Consequently, the first element of Claim one is any

band-wheels; the 2d element is any frame or column,

without regard to other particulars than that it shall be a

main frame or column, and the third element is a stand-

ard qualified only in the three particulars: first, that it

>h;ill bean integral one ; second, <ttt<t<-lird to the front of

tin mainframe >>/ </ point between //<< band-wheels; and
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third, that it shall support the front hearings of the upper

and lower land-wheel shafts." (Appellants brief, p. 4.)

Having deduced this construction of the claim, he then

proceeds to point out what he considers the same combin-

ation in the prior patents of Newberry (Eng.. No. 3105

of 1808), Parish (U. 8., No. 388,069 of 1888), Prescott

(U. S., No. 359,881 of 1887), and Meiners (U. 8., No.

246,330 of 1881).

To reach this result, it will be observed that counsel

gives the broadest possible construction to the claim.

His argument is that the claim is unlimited and must

receive a broad construction, and that, when so construed,

it is anticipated. In other words, he gives it a broad con-

struction in order that it maybe anticipated.

Here we note a palpable error. If it be true that the

claim is anticipated when construed as broadly as appel-

lants' counsel construes it, then the Court will not so con-

strue it, if any other construction be possible whereby it

is not anticipated. This is but an enunciation of a well-

settled rule of law, viz.: that courts will so construe pat-

ent claims as to uphold rather than to defeat them. If a

claim is susceptible of two constructions, one of which

would invalidate it and the other uphold it, the Courts in-

variably adopt the latter and not the former.

Said Mr. Justice Clifford in a very celebrated case:

" Patents for inventions are not to be treated as mere

monopolies, and therefore odious in the eyes of the law;

but they are to receive a liberal construction, and under

the fair application of the rule ui res magis valeat

quam pereat,zre,ii practicable, to be so interpreted as

to uphold and not to destroy the light of the inventor."

Turrill vs. R. B. Co. (1 Wall, 491).
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As further enunciative of the principle, we cite:

Hogg vs. Emerson (6 How., 437).

Corning vs. Burden (15 Id. 252).

Rubber Co. vs. Goodyear (9 Wall, 788).

Klein vs. i??^// (19 73., 433).

Com Pfaiifer Patent (23 Ttf., 181).

Merrill vs. Yeomans (94 U. 8., 568).

Furthermore, claims must he construed in connection

with and in view of the specification and drawings, and

also in the light of the state of the art, and not by the

language of the claim alone. Counsel for appellant has

reversed all of these well known and elementary princi-

ples in construing this claim. He construes it by and

according to its strict technical language, without any con-

sideration whatever of the specification or drawings or

state of the art. He entirely obliterates the phrase with

which the claim terminates, viz.: "Substantially as here-

inbefore set forth," thereby discarding the specification

and drawings from consideration. He likewise wipes out

the state of the art, thereby depriving himself of that

source of aid in construing the claim. Having thus de-

prived himself of all the usual sources of aid in constru-

ing patents, lie has nothing left but the bare !<</,, ilea/ lan-

guage of the claim, unlimited in any respect, and accord-

ingly he construes the claim thereby. Having thus con-

strued the claim by its language alone he then searches

the prior art for structures which will technically meet

(hat hmginnji
. He claims to have found such, and hence

argues that anticipation is shown.

This is not the proper method of procedure. Courts
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are not so anxious to invalidate patents as to pursue Buch

M Mineral policy. They do not proceed in thai way.

On the contrary, they are solicitous to uphold patente, and

will not indulge in over nice and fanciful distinctions in

order t0 destroy them. His Honor. Judge Hawley, an-

,„„„„., ,1 the correct view on this subject when he said.m

the case of Brush Electric Co. vs. Ekctrk bn »<

52 Fed. Rep., 974):

» Mere rigid technicalities are to be set aside, unless

there is a clear legal necessity for sustaining then., and

courts should not be astute to avoid inventions."

In construing patents it is a fundamental principle that

the claim must be so interpreted, if possible, as to fully

protect the patentee in the actual invent™ < There-

fore, the Brst proper inquiry is not, what has the patent,

n I to be his invention, but what is the actual inven-

tion /,.. has made ? The second inquiry is, ha- he sum-

eiently claimed it. and if not. what ha- he claimed? 1-

determine the first question, we first resort to the specifi-

cation and drawings, and ascertain what api « there-

from to be the actual invention made. Then if the lan-

guage of the claim is broad enough to cover the invention,

„ wU] be construed accordingly. Bui we cannot always

determine the scope of the actual invention made from a

tore consideration of the specification and drawings,

because Buch invention may be narrower in fad than

what it appears to be front the specification and drawings.

Hence it is that we made the statement above that our

first proper inquiry is to ascertain what a^ars to be the

actual invention from at, inspection of the specification

and drawings. We next examine the state ol the art. Ot
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coarse if we there find the thing then then -

anticipation. If. however, we do not find the identical

thing, hut find something similar, though different in eon*

-traction or form, and perhaps not practical, or operative,

or successful, then it is the duty of the Court to differ-

entiate the patented device from the prior device. In

such <• 3 -till inquiring what is the

. The result of such inquiry is, that, as a

matter of fact, the is narrower in scope

than what it s to be from the specification and

drawings. A Lingly the claim will be narrowed bv

-miction to cover what the actual invention is in view

of the -tate of the art. Now then, let us pursue this

course here. What g from the specification and

drawings to be the actual invention, made by Smith

far as i Srsl claim is concerned ?

It is at once apparent from an inspection of t"i ci-

tiou and drawings, that the 3S of the invention is

the ouU \ It- - rial features are the foil

inff:

1. It ie utinuous, rigid, outsi standard, acting -

a support for the outer bear: _- : the two band-wheel

shai

It k 1 tothe main frame at a point between

the band-wheels, and at cone other, therebyallowing the

saw to be placed on and taken from the wheels without

_ . and without dismembering or removing any

pari "t the main frame.

It ig made integral, thereby securing the maximum
_idity.

L It is made hollow so as to reeeive inside the auto-

matic bI rainh _ _ u\
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By the word continuous we mean that the standard con

necta the front bearings of the two band-wheel shaft*,

extends from one to the other. By the term rigid we

mean unbending, unyielding. The term wtsidehas rela-

tion to the band-wheels, that is to say, the support is out-

side of or beyond the band-wheels.

In regard to the bolting of the outside support to the

main column at a single point between the band-wheels,

it is evident that by such construction the saw can be

readily placed on the wheels and removed without break-

ing the saw or dismembering or removing any part of the

machine. When we remember that in a band-mill the

saw has to be removed from three to six times a day, it is

apparent that the construction is of great benefit. Coun-

sel for appellant suggests that no mention is made of this

benefit in the specification. But such omission is im-

material, because a patentee is entitled to all the benefits

and advantages of his invention whether mentioned or

not. It is not necessary for a patentee to state in his

specification the advantages or benefits of his invention.

The statute does not require him to'do so. All he is re-

quired to do is to describe the invention, the concrete

thing, the mechanical construction (if it be a machine) in

clear and concise terms so as to enable a person skilled

in the art or science to reproduce it. It is not necessary,

or even proper, for him to specify the advantages and

benefits of the device. Hence the omission to specify one

particular advantage does not deprive him of the right of

such advantage. Frequently a patentee does not see or con-

ceive of all the advantages of his invention at the time of

drawing his specification. Hence, therule we announced
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. a patentee is entitled to all the n-e-. benefits and

advant _ b of his de n though not mentioned in

the specification, and even though they were unknown to

him at the time of drawing the s] ification.

vs. Oil ~ I 104 U. >.. 547 .

R< '

t* vs. R 91 Id., 150).

W odward vs. Stirnj - 3 Fish, 98).

vs. 6 13 Wall., 45.

-. M - 5 Fi-h. 1).

The only other term needing any explanation is the

word .On the proper construction of this word

the appellant has practically built its entire deter-

In patent law we cannot always determine the eharac-

of a thing the name which is given it. It is not

the hut the i
" of a device which determines

- character. Heine, the material inquiry h-

what i- th< by which Smith'- outside support is

_ ated, but what it> object, it- purp - function.

Tt- i

-

rent that ssential function of Smith'- out-

side supp to furnish a rigid connection between the

gs of the two hand-wheel shafts. Th g iter

that rigidity, the more perfect is the device. Hence.

Smith adopted a form of support which furnishes the

_ !ity. t<> wit. : sting. H such

cut in two and the adjoini e ds smoothly

planed ofl and securely bolted together, that would >till

support, s »uld bi - Igid as be-

II- term is used to designate

maximum of rigidity and includes both a -in_ si tndard

and a - _ standard cut in two and bolted together in

Buch a \\;i s rigid as I rhether it is in one
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piece or two pieces is of no moment, if the other condition

is present.

This is in accord with the definition of the latest lex-

icographers; for the Century dictionary defines the term

slating to a whole composed of parts spatially distinct.

(Cent. Diet., p. 3130.)

Now let n- examine the prior patents alleged to antic-

ipate Claim 1. The first is the English .
patent of New-

berry. That is a machine for sawing wood and splitting

or paring dins. Ft has a frame consisting of a four-legged

table with two upright standards on opposite sides connected

together by a, cross-piece or bar. The upper band-wheel

shaft is attached between the upper ends of the two ver-

tical standards and the upper band-wheel is keyed to said

shaft in its center. The lower band-wheel shaft is fixed

between the lower ends of the standards. It is claimed

that the left-hand side of this four-legged table is Smith's

" main supporting frame or column," described in the

specification as -preferably a circular upright column

terminating in a broad-flanged base, which is securely

bolted upon the bed-plate A," and that the right-hand

side of said four-legged table is Smith's -integral stand-

ard, etc."

In reply to this we say that the most casual inspection

is sufficient to show that the argument is unsound.

Smith's main supporting frame, or column C, is not found

in the Newberry patent. Itistoo palpable tor argument.

Nor is Smith's outside support found there. The right-

hand half of Newberry's machine is simply the right-

hand half of his table. It has two leg- resting od the

ground or floor. To put on the saw, one end of the table
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must be lifted or tilted; to take it off, the same operation

is necessary. When we remember that these machines

weigh thirty thousand pounds, and that the saw is fre-

quently removed as often as six times a day, the above

mentioned defect will be apparent.

Again, in Newberry's machine the so-called standard

is not rigid. To compensate for any slacking or expan-

sion of the saw two wedges, H H, are provided (see Fig.

1), which are supposed "to force down the lower wheel

so as to give the saw the necessary tension." By this we

see that the radical idea of Smith's outside support is

wanting in the Newberry machine. Instead of a rigid

support he has an expansible, yielding support.

The Newberry machine is confessedly the crudest form

of band-mill and utterly impractical. The appellant's

expert witness, Bell, testified that it was an impractical

device (cross-ques. 273-4, Record 339-40); that no way
was shown in the patent for getting the saw on and off the

wheels (cross-ques. 281); that it is not substantially the

same device claimed in Smith's Claim 1—that is to Bay,

//- is not "it anticipation of Claim 1 (cross-ques. 289, rec-

ord 342). On this question of fact appellant's chosen

expert fully agrees with us in our contention, and that

ought to dispose of the matter.

The Newberry machine being confessedly a crude, im-

practical ;iiid inoperative device, cannot be an anticipa-

tion of Smith's perfect, practicable and successfully

operative device. The matter falls directly within one

of the preliminary rules heretofore stated by us, viz.:

1th. To establish anticipation by a prior patent it

must describe and show a complete and operative device,
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ready for immediate employment by the public, and

capable of being put into successful practical operation."

Seymour vs. Osborne (11 Wall., 516).

Said Baker. J., in Holloway vs. Dow {54 Fed. Rep.,

514)
: "

It is thoroughly settled that practically useless

and inoperative devices do not anticipate or invalidate a

subsequent patent for a successful device. A prior device

which will not satisfactorily perform the work of the

patented device is not a substantial anticipation of the

patent."

Parish's Patent.

This patent shows a four-legged frame resting upon the

ground or floor. Upon its top is arranged a vertical cast

metal standard, having a vertical slot at its top and an-

other at its bottom for the wheels to run in. It is what we

call in band-mill technology, a split column. A shaft ex-

tends transversely across the top slot, journaled in boxes

at the top of the column. A band-wheel is keyed to

this shaft at its centre. The lower band-wheel is secured

to the centre of a shaft parallel with the upper one, and

journaled in the four-legged frame beneath the split col-

umn. The fundamental idea of this mill and the very

essence of its invention is radically different from Smith's,

and it consists in mounting the wheels at the centres of

their shafts so that the necessity of an outside support is en-

tirely obviated.

In the Parisb specification it is said: " In the common

type of band-mills the upper wheel is mounted at or near

the end of its shaft, and the shaft is supported in bearings

upon a column or pillar, etc., etc." (Spec. li. 17-20.)
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Sometimes these mills are provided with a light bear-

ing outside of the overka ." Spec. li. 22-3.)

" The lower wheel is likewise usually mounted upoo

tside hot) f its I 5. The

main objection to this construction is that the great strain

brought upon the saw tend- to throw downward the tree

or unsupported end of the shaft, or the end that carries

the wheel, so that the saw does not run evenly. The

main difference between my band-mill and the band-mills

of the prevailing type consists in the fact that in my

chit
"

\eeh secured to

shafts ts substanii

5. Both wheels are. therefore, firmly supported,

and there is do possibility of the shafts being tipped in

either direction by the strain brought upon them by the

saw." (Spec. li. 24-4".

In order to carry out the above idea, which consi

simply in mounting the wheels at
* ;

ters

shafts instead of at the end-. Parish has provided his

split column. He has tside I t Hence,

there is no necessity for an s - rt. Indeed, he

condemns such a construction and carefully avoids it.

niical I so vigorously condemn*

t the precis

mill. >mith knew how to make it a succ< — . while Parish

did n<»t. Hence Parish switched ofl on another track.

Smith mounts hi- wheels- "al or mar the end> of

their shafts." < onsequently an outside bearing i- oeces-

Bary to prevent tilting, and t«» meet such difficulty In- has

provided hi- integral outside support, and ha- made one

which i- ;i success. Parish uses one principle, tor which
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a certain construction is necessary. Smith uses a differ-

ent principle lor which a different const ruction is neces-

sary.

Further, in order to put on and take off the saw in

Parish's mill, portions of the machine must he removed.

See lines 62-80, page 2, of the Parish specification, also

B„ure8 2 ami 3 of the drawings. In this respeel it is no

better than the old Newberry abortion.

And again: even if the right hand half of Parish's

split column could by any possibility be called an outside

support (which we deny) it is not a continuous one and

hence not an integral outside support can;/,,,,, the front

bearings of the band-wheel shafts. It does not connect

(extend between) the front bearings of the two shafts. It

does not carry the front bearing of the lower shaft at all.

That bearing is carried by supports in the table or frame

upon which the split column sits. This is a radical differ-

ence from Smith's device.

We desire to call attention to the figure at page 6 of

appellant's brief, purporting to be a skeleton cut of the

Parish machine. It is not a copy of any figure in the

,,;l tent. but is a sketch cunningly devised to exhibit cer-

tain parts of the Parish machine which most nearly re-

semble Smith's, and arranged in such way as to bring out

the fancied resemblance in the most advantageous man-

ner, leaving out entirely features which are of the essence

of the mill. To correctly understand the Parish machine

study must he made of the specification and all the draw-

ings of the patent. Prom them it will he seen that he

bases his mill on a principle diametrically the opposite of

Smith's, and in utilizing that principle, he obviates the
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necessity of the precise device which constitutes Smith's

invention, viz.: an integral outside support for the front

bearings of the band-wheel shafts. He uses no outside

support at all. On the contrary he condemns such a

construction, and has exhibited a vast amount of invent-

ive skill and technical ingenuity in getting away from it.

The two mills are essentially and radically different in

principle. Hence they must be different in construction,

and it is idle to assert that they are identical which they

must be before there can be anticipation.

In conclusion, recurring to two of the rules of law here-

tofore adverted to, we assert that this Parish patent falls

squarely within their purview, viz.:

A patent cannot be anticipated by a prior device which

was fundamentally incapable of the function of the thing

covered by the patent, even if the character of the prior

device was mechanically similar thereto.

Walker on Patents, § 65.

Morey vs. Lochcood (8 Wall., 230).

Xor can a patent be anticipated by a prior device,

which was neither designed nor apparently adapted, nor

actually used to perform the functions of the patented de-

vice, although such prior device might have been made
to perform those functions by menus not substantially dif-

ferent from that of the patented invention.

Walker on Patents, § 68.

Clough vs. Barker (106 l\ S., L66),

Telephone Co. vs. Dolbear ( 17 Fed., 605).

Kittle vs. 11,,// (29 A/., 514).

Topliff vs. Topliff (145 I'. 8., L56).
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The third patent alleged to be an anticipation of Claim

1, is

Meiners' Patent, No. 246,330.

Judging from the line of examination shown in the re-

cord, it is evident that this patent is the main reliance of

defendant for anticipating our claims to the outside sup-

port. Upon close examination of the patent, however, it

will be seen that Miners' so-called outside support dis-

closes neither the fundamental idea of Smith's invention

nor the details of his construction. The two devices are

essentially and radically different, and the resemblance

which appellant professes to detect is purely imaginary.

To use the language of an eminent justice of the Supreme

Court, " such likeness as exists between them is only as

the anatomy of a corpse resembles a human being."

All we know concerning the Meiners device is what the

face of his patent discloses. Defendant has put in evi-

dence a small wooden model claimed to be a model of

the device. The model, however, is not a correct model

of the device shown in the patent. It omits some of the

most essential features. It does not show the device

(shown in the patent) for attaching the so-called " auxili-

ary support," claimed by appellant to be our outside sup-

port), to the top and bottom cross-pieces. On the con-

trary, it shows the auxiliary support unattached to the

top and bottom cross-pieces so as to leave a space for

removing the saws. It also shows a device made in parts

.o that the top and bottom cross-beams can be removed.

and in such dismantled form show a greater resemblance

to Smith's device. There is nothing of the kind shown

or hinted at in the .Meiners patent, and the model was
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evidently thus cunninglv made bo that counsel might die-

member it before the Court and then claim that it shows

Smith's invention. Therefore we caution your Honors

against it.

We will further add that the appellant's witness Han-

sod was called and testified concerning the prior use at

Chelsea of a band-mill which he called the " Meinera

mill." But. apart from the fact that lit- could not -wear

that the said mill was made in accordance with the Mein-

erfi patent, no notice of such testimony was given in the

pleadings, as required by >ecti<>n 4 (

.'2<» of the Rev :

Statur We interposed that objection in proper season,

and. consequently, the evidence is entirely irrelevant and

cannot be considered.

Going back. then, to the Meinera patent itself, we find

a crude frame formed of four pieces fastened together, a

-piece, two upright-, and a top cross-beam. The

specification says they may be made of wood or metal.

Hanson -ays the one he saw at Chelsea was mad-

"square sticks of wood." Intermediate between the two

uprights is what the patentee calls " an auxiliary support/
1

which carries the front bearings of the band-wheel Bh)

It i- not stated from what material this auxiliary Bup]

is made Judging from the drawings, it i> made of wood.

Certainly it was not made hollow, but is a solid post or

column: and right here we note a radical diii

Smith's. His outside support is hollow, and m rily

because in it- interior are located portion- of the

straini r, whereas in Meniere' there is no necessity

for a hollow casting, because he place- nothing in the in-

sidi
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This auxiliary support is attached at top and bottom to

the cross-beams by screws 11 ( nol shown in the model). This

construction is necessary in order to give rigidity, whereas

in Smith's both the top and bottom of the outside support

are free and unconnected, and yet all the necessary rigid-

ity is secured.
'

A.gain, these screws 11 must he removed before the saw

can be placed on the wheels or removed therefrom. No

such necessity exists in Smith's, nor is there any such

construction.

This auxiliary support is secured to one of the up-

rights by a block or bracket C3
,
apparently made of wood,

and certainly made solid, not hollow. There is no neces-

sity to make it hollow, because nothing is placed in the

interior. In Smith's device this portion is necessarily

hollow, because the straining gear is located therein.

Hence the Meiners device consists, in a nutshell, of two

solid upright posts with an intermediate solid upright

post joined to one of the uprights by a solid block or

bracket, the whole having the form of a large H. That

is all that Meiners' patent shows. There is really no

outside support for the front bearings of the upper and

lower hand-wheel shafts. The so-called auxiliary sup-

port is simply a central, upright, solid column attached

to the frame (when the saw is adjusted to use) at th

prints -top, bottom and center. The upper and lower

supports are relraclihlo 80 as to allow the saw to he put on

and removed. This does not and cannot form a suffi-

ciently rigid support for the hand-wheel shafts, and the

object of Smith
-

- invention was to overcome that diffi-

culty. Aside from the fact that the mill is. as a whole, a
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practically inoperative device, it is clear that Meiners had

not the faintest conception of the rigid outside support of

Smith, or he would not have boxed his saw wheels as

shown.

But further, an essential idea in Smith's invention is

not only to provide a rigid outside support, but one that

is made hollow and attached to a hollow supporting frame,

so at to allow the straining gear to be placed therein out

of the way and be free from dirt, saw-dust and outside

interference and accidental disarrangement, always pres-

ent more or less in a saw-mill. His drawings all show

such a construction. There is no hint of such an idea in

Meiners' patent, because there was no necessity for it.

The inefficient and ridiculous straining gear, which he

does show, is all on the outside and is operated by hand.

It is not automatic, not sensitive. Meiners' device was

neither designed to accomplish, nor does it as a fact ac-

complish, what Smith's does. Hence, it cannot be an

anticipation.

A patent cannot be anticipated by a prior device

which was fundamentally incapable of the function of

the thing covered by the patent, although the character

of the prior device was mechanically similar to the pat-

ented thing.

Walker on Patents, ^ 65.

Morey vs. Lockwood (8 Wall., L^O).

Meiners' device is fundamentally incapable of perform-

ing the function of Smith's outside support. Hence, it

i- no anticipation.

Defendant's expert, Bell, thinks that, if Meiners' top-

piece I) and the outside support C were removed, we
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would then have the foundation or general outline of

Smith's mill. (Cross-Q. and A., 255.) He admits that

there is nothing in the patent to suggest that Mein-

ers ever contemplated during any such thing, and we

apprehend that no one else ever did, until the "trick

model " we have referred to was made. This is the old,

old story. After an inventor has made a valuable im-

provement, it is easy to see how it might have been done;

easy to take an old machine, and by dismembering and

mutilating it and making additions and changes, produce

the patented device. But the fact that no one did do

that before Smith, and that all are anxious to follow him

after he has done it, is strong proof that what he did

involved invention, and that the Meiners patent did not

and would not suggest to a mechanic the invention of

Smith. Bell thinks the Smith mill a great improvement

over Meiners (Cross-Q. and A., 193-226), and that the

Meiners mill is not a practical one (Cross-Q. and A.,

262).

A patent cannot be anticipated by a prior device which

was neither designed nor apparently adapted nor actually

used to perform the functions of the patented device,

although such prior device might ham been made to ,, r-

form those functions by means not substantially different

from that of the patented invention.

Walker on Pats., § 68.

Clough vs. Barker (106 U. S., 166).

Telephone Co. vs. Dolbear (17 Fed., 6)05).

Kittle vs. Hall (29 Id., 514).

Topliff vs. Topliff (12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 827).

Therefore, it is not sufficient to say that by dismantling
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the Meiners mill, removing some of its parts and making

additions thereto not shown in his patent, we will then

have the Smith mill. Such is not anticipation.

In the very recent caseof Toplif vs. Topliff (145 U. 8.

156), decided by the Supreme Court on May 2, 1892,

the function of the patent sued on was to equalize the

pressure on carriage springs. A prior patent (Stringfel-

low and Surles) was offered in evidence as anticipation.

Mr. Justice Brown, in delivering the opinion of the Court,

said

:

" While it is possible that the Stringfellow and Surles

patent might, b>j a slight modification, be made to perform

the function of equalizing the springs, which it was the

object of the Augur patent to secure, that was evidently

not in the mind of the patentees, and the patent is inop-

erative for that purpose. Their devia evidently approached

very near the idea of an equalizer; but this idea did not

apparently dawn upon them, nor was there anything in

the patent which would have suggested it to a mechanic

of ordinary intelligence, ////Ass he wen examinina it for

that purpose. It is not sufficient to constitute an anticipa-

tion that the device relied upon might, by modification, be

made to accomplish the function performedby the patent in

question, if it wen not designed by its maker, nor adapted,

nor actually used,for tin performance of such functions."

This case seems to dispose of the Meiners patent as an

anticipation.

Further, that tin- Meiners mill, as shown in his patent,

i- impractical IS conceded by all. So far a8 the evidence

shows <>nl\ two of them were ever made. Hanson pro-

fesses t<> have -ecu one of them at Chelsea, and says that
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it worked .bout as well as the other mills of thai day

(1882 and 1883). He docs not think it a practical oper-

ative mill at the present day. "AH the columns were

connected at the top and bottom, and it was very trouble-

some to take out the [saws and replace them," says be.

II, also says no one could afford to run a Meiners mill at

the present day; it would not cut enough lumber. Han-

son is one of the parties who was in interference With

Smith He was, as he says, familiar with Meiners' mill,

and is, as he testifies, an expert. But he did not learn

from the Meiners mill the value of the rigid outs.de sup-

port. That mill did not suggest it to him. His patent,

Exhibit 34, shows separate adjustable supports, like those

in common use prior to Smith. But he has, like many

other experts, been unable to put his own null on the

market, . even with Smith's sensitive straining device

added, and his concern, the E. P. Ellis Co., adopted

Smith's rigid outside support. (See his testimony, Cross-

Q and A. 91 to 101.) He also testifies that now nearly

all mill-builders are aiming to have a rigid outside sup-

port as well as a sensitive automatic straining dev.ee, and

th^e arc. now regarded as the great features ... hand-

mills (Cross-Q. and Ans; 102-4). This was appellant s

own witness.

His testimony shows that the Meiners mill was prac-

tically useless and inoperative, and never wen, ,nto gen-

eral use. Appellants' other expert, Bell, condemned the

Meiners mill as emphatically as Hanson. Smith likewise

testified to the same effect. In fact, all the witnesses on

both sides who testified as to the Meiners mill assert that

i, wa8 impracticable and unsuccessful. This brings it di-
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rectly within the words of Judge Baker, quoted supra

from Holloway vs. Dow (54 Fed Rep.. 515).

"It is thoroughly settled that practically useless and in-

operative devices do not anticipate or invalidate a subse-

quent patent for a successful device. A prior device

which will not satisfactorily perform the work of the pat-

ented device is not a substantial anticipation."

We commend this case to your Honor's careful consid-

eration, because we insist that it completely disposes of

the Meiners patent as an anticipation.

It may be urged that Claim 1 does not call for a hollow

standard and that such feature is not an element in the claim.

While it is true that the word hollow is not used in the

claim, it is equally true that the claim, after specifying

the element.-, says, "substantially as herein before set

forth." This throws us back to the specification, where

we find the standard described as hollow. While we do

not say it is nece»ary, we do say if it is necessary to read

into the claim the feature of being hollow in order to

avoid anticipation by Meiners, then the Court will do so

and thereby avoid the alleged anticipation, because courts

will always so construe a claim as to avoid anticipation if

possible.

Nor is it a valid argument to say that, if such feature

of hollowness is read into the claim by construction, then

it will be the same as Claim 2 and, therefore, void. To
this we say 1 1 ) The two claim- specify different combina-

tions even if the hollow standard is common to both, and

(2) we know of no law prohibiting a patentee from claim-

ing one invention in two different forms. From excess

of caution he may fear that the phraseology of a claim is
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not sufficient to protect him, and hence he may claim the

Bame invention in another claim having different phrase-

ology. The law does not prohibit this, and the courts

have frequently allowed it.

In Tompkins vs. Gage (2 Fish., 579), two claims,

though worded differently, were practically the same.

Judge Shipman, in deciding the case, said:

"The first claim * * * is for a combination con-

sisting of three distinct parts. * * * The second

claim, in its legal aspect, is not materially different from

the first
* * •• The same invention described in the

first claim is found in the second, and no other invention

is found there. * * * The blemish must * *

be regarded as mere tautology, which, while it may make

the instrument less clear and exact, does not impair its

validity."

Accordingly he sustained both claims.

The fourth and last patent urged to be an anticipation

of Claim 1 is

prescott's patent, no. 309,881.

There are three Prescott patents in the record. The

first is No. 368,731, of Aug. 23, 1887 (Exhibit 23); the

second, No. 369,881, of Sep. 13, 1887 (Exhibit 24); the

third, No. 416,012, of Nov. 26, 1889 (Exhibit 30.) The

first of these is not claimed in the brief to be an anticipa-

tion. The last one is admitted to be subsequent to the

date of Smith's invention, and is therefore not a prior

patent and cuts no figure in the case. It is only the sec-

ond one, Exhibit 24, which is claimed to anticipate.

In this patent the main frame or column consists of two

parts. The lower is stationary. The upper one is hollow,
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and telescopes over the hirer one. This is for the purpose

of adjusting the bearings f the upper band-wheel shaft.

A small jack-screw is provided for the purpose of sliding

the upper column up and down by hand. This is the es-

sence of the invention

—

a telescopic column operated by a

jack-screw. And yet it is gravely urged to be identical

with the Smith invention. The band-wheel shafts have

their front bearings in a couple of hollow yokes or brack-

ets. They are not connected together, but are separately

bolted to the main column. There is no continuous con-

nection between the front bearings of the band-wheel

shafts, and this is a fatal defect, because by such con-

struction it is impossible to obtain the necessary rigidity.

These yokes are nothing more than the old, antiquated

goose-necks in general use prior to Smith's invention, but

now discarded. The answer to Prescott, therefore, is

easy.

1. His patent shows no main frame or column, such as

is shown in Smith's patent.

2. It shows no integral outside support, but only a

couple of goose-necks.

If it be urged that our Claim 1 does not call in terms

tor any particular kind of a main frame or column, and,

therefore, Prescott's telescopic column is a good reference,

we reply, if it be necessary to limit our column to one

having the name general construction we show, in order

to avoid anticipation (although we do not admit this), then

the Courl will so limit it, and (he claim will not beantici-

pated. Inasmuch as the appellant has usvd an equiva-

lent of oiii- column, we care not what limitation be placed

on it. It is certainly not a telescopic column, nor is it
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operated by a jack-screw, and that is what Prescott in-

vented.

[„ regard to the yokes not being an integral outside

support, counsel for appellant is certainly most inconsist-

ent. The entire gravamen of his defense is based on the

fact that the outside support in his client's mill is mad,, in

two pieces. Hence he says it is not integral. His theory

is that an integral standard is one made in a single piece,

and that one made in two pieces is not and cannot be in-

tegral. And yet he now a rguea (
page 7, brief) that Pres-

ent's two yokes, although made separate and not connected

together 'in any way, constitute an integral standard.

Furthermore, he argues that they are identical with

Smith's integral standard, though confessedly of different

construction, form, and mode of operation.

He apparently apologizes for this anomalous and em-

barrassing position, by accusing us of the same thing. He

savs, that in order to save anticipation, we argue that

Prescott's standard is not integral, because it is composed

of two parts; hut when we come to the question of in-

fringement, we argue that the Vulcan standard is integral,

although composed of two parts.

We do no such thing, and we have surely been very

i„apt at expressing our thoughts, if any such impression

as that has been created by our argument. We do not

contend that in order to he integral the standard must be

made ;,, one piece. On the contrary, we have always ar-

gued that if made in two pieces and bolted together by

abutting flanges in such way a- to obtain all the advan-

tages of a standard made in one piece, it would be an in-

tegral standard. The Vulcan standard issomade. Hence
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it is integral. The Prescott standard is not so made.

Hence it is not integral. This is our argument in a nut-

shell.

In conclusion we submit that no anticipation of Claim

1 has been shown.

Alleged anticipation of Claim 2.

" The combination, substantially as specified, of the

hollow supporting column C and the hollow casting

I) D l D 2

, centrally secured to said column to furnish rigid

supports for the front bearings of the upper and lower

band-wheel shafts."

This combination has two elements, viz.: (1) The hol-

low column C; (2) the hollow casting D D1 D2
centrally

secured to column C, etc. It is a detail claim, a claim

for the specific construction. Claim 1 is a broad claim.

Claim 2 is a narrow one. The language sufficiently indi-

cates this. Two patents are set up as anticipation, Parish

and Prescott (Exhibits 27 and 24), already considered.

Counsel for appellant says the Parish patent " shows

and describes a hollow supporting column, identical in

construction, function and operation with the first ele-

ment," viz., the hollow supporting column C. Counsel's

powers of observation must have been dulled by over-

study when he penned the above sentence. The Parish

column, if indeed it can be called a column at all, is a

slotted iron casting a split column. That is an entirely

different construction from Smith's column (\

Nor is it the same in function or operation as Smith's.

Parish's is slotted or split in the middle at top and bottom,

for the purpose of currying out his invention of attaching
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the band-wheels at the centers of their shafts, an idea not

found in Smith's patent. We assert, therefore, that the

Parish column is not identical with Smith's either in con-

struction, or function, or operation.

Nor do we find in the Parish patent the second ele-

ment, the -hollow casting D D1 D2 centrally secured,

etc., etc."

The Parish standard is not an outside support; it is not

continuous; it furnishes a support only for the front hear-

ing of the upper band-wheel shaft, not for the lower one.

It is of an entirely different construction, and as the

claim covers only the construction, there can be no

anticipation.

Nor is the Prescott patent anticipatory of Claim 2. The

column there shown is a telescopic column operated by a

jack-screw. Is that identical with Smith's column C ?

Scarcely.

The second element also is wanting. The two yokes

or goose-necks of Prescott are certainly not identical

with the hollow casting D D 1 D2
. A mere glance will

demonstrate this. Claim 2 is clearly not anticipated.

Alleged Anticipation of Claim 3.

" A support for the front bearings of the band-wheel

shafts, having the flanged horizontal portion D, to be se-

cured to the supporting frame, and the vertical arms I) 1

I)-', cast in one piece with said central portion, the said

part D l being bored to receive the adjustible bearing of

the upper band-wheel shaft.

It is first insisted that this claim is anticipated by the

Parish patent. Clearly it is not. We have already con-

sidered the matter in connection with Claim 2.
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er a -tan-lard east in two or more pieces, and be not

limited to a single easting, then it is anticipated by Bro-

phy's patent i Exhibit 35 ) and the Prescott patent, already

considered.

In regard to Brophy's patent, it was not set up in the

answer as anticipatory, and. therefore, cannot be con-

sidered in the matter of an anticipation at all.

Prescott's patent we have already considered, and we

leave it.

The fourth claim of the patent is not alleged to be an-

ticipated. It- validity is conceded, so far as the question

of anticipation is concerned, and this completes our arg -

ment on anticipation.

* Kir next inquiry will be addressed to the question of

IV.

ALLEGED WANT OF LNVJUNTION.

Put into leiral. phraseology, the contention oi appellant

is, that Smith's device is the ,

Mr. Walker states the rule

correctly, when he says: " It is not Invention to produce

a device which any skillful mechanic would produce when-

uired.'
1 The pertinent inquiry, then, is this

rould or could any skillful mechanic have produi

the Smith mill whenever required, without exercising any-

thing more than the ordinarv -kill n\ his calling? If this

in the affirmative, then there was no display

of the inventive faculty by Smith. [J it cannot be clearly

and confidently answered in the affirmative, then th

display oi the inventive faculty, and the patent is

not void for lack of invention.
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Such being the law, it becomes accessary, if possible,

to determine what is invention. This is the most difficult

question that arises in patent law.

Said JudgeShepley, in the case of Pearl el al vs. Ocean

Mill* et al. (2 Bann. and Ard., 469):

« No more difficult task is imposed upon the Court in

patent causes, than that of determining what constitutes

invention, and of drawing the line of distinction between

the work of the inventor and the constructor."

This results from the fact that there is no comprehen-

sive definition of the term invention, which will cover all

cases, and there is no universal rule by which to detect

its presence. The term cannot be defined. Neither the

text-writers nor Judges attempt a definition. Each case

must he determined by the particular facts involved. There

is no positive rule on the subject. There are, however,

several general rules of law, which must be applied in

such cases, and which materially aid in determining the

question, and about which there is no dissent.

/. In the first place, patents for invention must be lib-

erally construed.

The Constitution of the United States, by Article I,

Section 8, provides that Congress shall have the power

"
to promote the progress of science and the useful arts by

securing for limited times to authors and inventors the

exclusive right to their respective writings ami discov-

eries." In this connection it may be noted thai the word

"discoveries" here used has been held to In. synonymous

with " inventions.''

s,.c /,/ re Kemper (1 McArth.. 1).
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This section of the Constitution is the foundation of

our patent law, and under it the various patent laws,

which from time to time have been in existence, were

passed.

It will be observed that the object of the patent laws

is to promote the progress of science and the useful arts,

not to retard or hamper it. Hence the policy of the law

should be to foster inventions and encourage the issuance

of patents, and this can be best accomplished by liberhlly

construing them when they get into the courts. The

making of an invention and disclosing it to the public is

a benefit to the public, because it promotes the progress of

science and the useful arts: and the issuance of a patent,

whereby the patentee is given an exclusive right therein

for a limited period, is the quid pro quo therefor. It is a

mere matter of contract. The consideration to the pat-

entee is the exclusive right to practice the invention for

the limited period (seventeen years) ; the consideration to

the Government is the right of all its citizens to practice

the invention after the expiration of the seventeen

year>.

As was said by a very learned Justice of the Supreme

Court in Kendal vs. Winsor (21 How., 322):

This (the patent) was at once the equivalent given

by the public for benefits bestowed by the genius and

meditations and skill of individuals, and the incentive to

further efforts for the same important objects."

And so likewise Mr. Justice Miller, in speaking of the

patent system in general, said :

41
It is no longer a scarcely recognized principle strug-

gling for a foothold, but it is an organized system, with
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well settled rules, supporting itself at once by its utility

ftnd by the wealth which it creates and commands/'

[Merrill vs. Yeomans, 94 U. 8., 568.)

With such premises the conclusion would unerringly

follow that patents must be liberally construed, with a

view to upholding, rather than to destroying them, and

over-nice and fanciful distinctions must be disregarded in

considering them. This sensible and benign rule of con-

struction is coeval with the birth of the patent law, and

we find the courts constantly giving expression to it.

As early as the year 1839, we find the illustrious Judge

Story, in the case of Ryan vs. Goodwin (3 Sumn., 514),

laying:

" Now, I take it to be a clear rule of our law in favor

of inventors, and to carry into effect the obvious object

of the Constitution and laws in granting patents, ' to pro-

mote the progress of science and useful arts,' to give a

liberal construction to the language of all patents and

specifications {ut res magis valeat, quam pereat), so as to

protect, and not to destroy the rights of real inventors."

This language of Judge Story has been cited again and

again by the Supreme Court and adopted as the rule of

decision in that tribunal.

Thus, in Hogg vs. Emerson (6 How., 437), decided in

1848, Mr. Justice Woodbury, in delivering the opinion

of the Court, said:

" The true rule of construction in respect to patents

and specifications and the doings generally of inventors,

is to apply to them plain and ordinary principles, as we

have endeavored to on this occasion, and not, in this

most metaphysical branch of modern law, to yield to
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subtleties and technicalities, unsuited to the subject and

not in keeping with the liberal spirits of the age, and

likely to prove ruinous to a class of the community so

inconsiderate and unskilled in business as men of genius

and inventors usually are. Indeed, the English letters

patent themselves now. however different may have been

once their form or the practice under them, declare that

'they are to be construed' 'in the most favorable and

beneficial sense, for the best advantage,' of the patentee."

And so Mr. Justice Grier, in the case of Corning vs.

Burden (15 How., 252), said in deciding the case:

" It is true that the patentee, after describing his ma-

chine, has set forth his claim in rather ambiguous and

equivocal terms, which might be construed to mean

either a process or machine. In such case, the construc-

tion should be that which is most favorable to the patentee,

' ut res magis valeat guam pereat.'"

And so likewise, in the ease of Turrillys. The Railroad

Company (1 Wall.. 401), a very famous case decided in

1863, Mr. Justice Clifford, than whom no abler ex-

pounder of the patent law ever sat on the bench, said:

"Patents for inventions are not to be treated as mere

monopolies, and therefore odious in the eyes of the law;

but they are to receive a liberal construction, and under

the fair application of the rule, /// res magis valeat quam

pereat, are, if practicable, to be so interpreted as to up-

hold and not to destroy the right of the inventor."

Ami so, too. Mr. Justice Swayne, in the ease of Rubber

Co. vs. Goodyear (

(

.> Wall., 788), decided in the year

L869, said:

\ patent should be construed in a liberal spirit, to
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sustain the just claim of the inventor. This principle is

not to be carried so far as to exclude what is in it, or to

interpolate anything which it does not contain. But lib-

erality, rather than strictness, should prevail where the

fate Of the patent is involved, and the question to he de-

cided is whether the inventor shall hold or lose the fruits

of his genius and his labors."

And he cites as authorities Corning vs. Burden (15

How., 269) and Battin vs. Taggart (17 How., 74).

Again. Mr. Justice Swayne, in the case of Klein vs.

Russell (19 Wall., 443), decided in 1873, said:

"The Court should proceed in a liberal spirit, so as to

sustain the patent and the construction claimed by the

patentee himself, if this can be done consistently with the

language which he has employed."

Similar views were expressed by Mr. Justice Bradley,

i„ the case of the Corn-planter Patent (23 Wall., 181),

and i„ Merrill vs. Yeon s (94 U. S., 5C8), Mr. Justice

Miller said that courts were inclined to give a patentee

the benefit of a liberal construction in support of his pat-

ent, and when it appears that a valuable invention has

really been made, to uphold that which was invented,

and 'which comes within any fair interpretation of the

claim.

In a very late patent casedecided in this circuit, Brush

Electric Co.etal. vs. The Electric Improvement Co. (52

Fed. Rep., 965), the Court said; " Mere rigid technicali-

ties are to he set aside unless there is a clear necessity for

sustaining them " (citing Hamilton vs. hes, 6 Fish, 253,

and cases there cited): also, that "courts should no, he

astute to avoid inventions " (citing Dave vs. Bi m, 1

W. A: M., 52).
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2. In the second place, it matters not how small the

amount of invention be in a given case.

All the law requires is that there be some invention,

however small. The material fact is the existence of any

invention, not its amount or quality, and the moment a

court is satisfied of the existence of some invention, how-

ever small, it refuses to hold the patent void for want of in-

vention.

Many vs. Sizer (1 Fish., 17).

Potter vs. Holland (4 Blatch., 238).

Clark vs. Copeland (2 Fish., 221).

Roe vs. Cottrell (1 Fed Rep., 600).

Washburn vs. Haish (4 Id., 900).

St ;<>irhridge vs. Lindsay (2 Id., 695).

Furbush vs. Cook (2 Fish., 668).

Middleton Tool Co. vs. Judd (3 Fish., 144).

Miller vs. Bruhl (2 B. & A., 918).

Said Judge Shipman, in the above cited case of Mid-

dleton Tool Co. vs. Judd:

" The law has no nice standard by which to gauge the

degree of mental power or inventive genius brought into

play in originating new devices/'

3. In the next place the patent itself is prima fu<

evidena of the presence of 'mention.

Of course this is an elementary proposition, but it is

frequently Losl sight of. Patents can, under the statute.

be granted only for things which display invention, and

trained experts are employed by the Government to as-

certain the fact in each case. When they have done

that and issued the patent, the document itself is a badge
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of invention, and throws upon him who denies the pres-

ence of invention the burden of disproving it.

The next rule, therefore, logically follows, viz.:

4. B< fore a patent can be overthrown for want of in-

,,.„,;„„, s ,„/, want of invention must be shown beyond a

reasonable doubt—a mere preponderance of evidence being

insufficient for the purpose.

In other words, before a patent can be declared void

for want of invention, it must be clearly shown—that is

to say, by more than a mere preponderance of evidence

—that there is an entire absence of invention, for we

have already shown that the degree or amount of inven-

tion is not material to the inquiry. As a corrollary from

the rule it follows that

—

5. Where the defendant succeeds only in raising a

doubt, the defense of no Invention fails.

The defense, to prevail, must place the device beyond

the border line. It must be a plain proposition. There

must be no room for doubt. The Court must be able to

say: lam satisfied beyond any douht that there is no in-

„'„fion shown. To raise a doubt is not enough. As was

said bv the Circuit Judge for the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania in the case of Vulcanite Co. vs. American

Co. (34 Fed. Rep., 321), where the defense relied on

•was the want of invention:

" In this respect the case is doubtless near the line and

calculated to inspire douht. To create a doubt, however,

is not sufficient to overthrow the presumption arising from

the patent. The evidence should be satisfactorily con-

vincing."
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Judge Shiras expressed equally as strong views in the

case of Marvin vs. Gotschall (36 Fed. Rep., 316), say-

ing:

"lam free to confess that I am greatly in doubt as to

the true solution of the question at issue. It is hard to

escape the conclusion that the plaintiff's patent is merely

a modification of the combination shown in the Toof pat-

ent, and if the plaintiff had not the benefit of certain pre-

sumptions in his favor, the scale might incline against

him. The fact, however, that he has a patent, and that

it appears that the same was issued to him after a careful

comparison in the Patent Office of his combination with

that shown in the Toof specification, makes out a prima

facie case in his favor, and the Court is not justified in re-

versing the action of the Patent Office unless it fairly ap-

pears that there is a lack of invention in the combination

covered by the patent."

Accordingly he sustained the patent. And on motion

for a new trial of the same case (36 Fed. Rep., 910), he

again carefully considered the question and again sus-

tained the patent, saying:

" The presentation of the petition for a new trial has

only tended to make more clear the fact that the sole

question involved is that of inventive skill in producing

the combination, yet upon this, the pivotal point, no new

lighl has been shed upon the case. // was a doubtful

f/tn's/ioii when the original hearing was had. The earnest-

ness and zeal with which counsel for defendant have re-

presented their views may have accentuated the doubt,

but nothing has been adduced which satisfies the Court

that upon a new trial a different result would be reached.
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Consequently the petition for a rehearing must be denied."

Mr. Justice Bradley, sitting at Circuit, has expressed

similar views. In the ease of Reiter vs. Jones (35 Fed.

Rep., 423), in the Circuit Court for the Western District

of Pennsylvania, he said:

"In answer to these questions the patent itself is prima

facie evidence in favor of the patentee * *
:;:

i
«i»l

unless there is clearly no invention in what is claimed to

be such * * * the patent should be sustained. I

cannot say there was clearly rw invention in the thing pat-

ented."

Mr. Walker, in his work on patents, lays down this

rule: " Patents are not held void for want of invention,

except where invention is clearly absent." (Walk, on

Pats., § 42.)

And so, likewise, Mr. Robinson says:

"
If upon the entire oral testimony the jury entertain

a reasonable doubt as to the exercise of inventive skill by

the inventor, the prima facie evidence of the patent must

prevail and the issue must be found in favor of the pat-

entee." (3 Rob. on Pats., § 1022.)

The reason for this rule is based on two consideration-:

one, that patents must be liberally construed for the pur-

pose of carrying out the constitutional provision of pro-

moting the progress of sconce and the useful arts, and an-

other! that the grant of the patent after a thorough inves-

tigation by experienced officers, appointed for that pur-

pose, is prima facie evidence of the presence of inven-

tion.

The .nine rule in all its rigor obtains where a patent is

attacked for want of novelty.



In Ame> Bell Tdeph* to. 1 phone

-- Fc 1. Re. », where it was alleged by defend-

ant that one Drawbaugh was the prior inventor of Bel".'-

telephone, which decision was subsequently affirmed bv

the Supreme Court in the Telephm 12 D. S _

Judg- ^Vheeler said:

The omplainant starts with the presumption of law

that Bell, the patentee, was the inventor. * * * Who-
r alleges the contrary must assume the burden of

proof. Evidence of doubtful probative force will not

throw the presumption of novelty and originalitv

arising from the grant of letters patent for an invention.

It ha> been frequently held that the defense of want of

novelty and originalii <t he made out bg proc Jear

'ory as to r* *ll reasonable doul

likewise in T v - aping Co. v

369 Mr. Justice Blatchford said that the de-

fendant had not fulfilled " the necessary obligation

_ beyond any reasonable doubt
7

' that the alleged

prior inventor was prior to the patent-

The same learned Judge said in l?*aye/ -
x (ding

-~ Fed. Rep. 68), that a defendant was bound ab-

siich defense " bv strong and convincing if not ibso-

The same rule obtains in the Supreme Court. In Coffin

'.}.. 120), Mr. Justice B aking

of an asserted prior invent* »urden of proof

him and every reasonable dou; lid be re-

him."

This tang _ was 1 with approval and the d- -

trine affirmed ii re. W 117 l -
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and in the Barbed Win Cast (14:3 Id., 286), and has

never been overruled by that tribunal.

Mr. Walker ao far as to say that, "under this

mle (i e., the one in Coffin vs. Ogden), a patent enjoys

the Bame presumption of novelty that an unconvicted

prisoner does of innocence."

Without dwelling further on the subject, we cite aa

sustaining the rule, the following cases:

Washburn vs. Gould (3 Sto., 122).

S dth vs. Fay (6 Fish., 446).

p t ft.< vs. Hall (2Blatch., 229).

Graham vs. McOormick (10 Biss., 39).

Boun vs. Underwood (1 Fish., 175).

Hayden vs. £ic#oft Mfg. Go. (4 Fish., 103).

Hawes vs. Antisdell (2 B. & A., 10).

ioowi C7o. vs. Higgins (4 B. & A., 88).

Wood vs. /.V/u^ M//s (4 Fish., 560).

Parham vs. J?wtfow ffok Co. (4 Fish., 482).

Washburn vs. fla&J (4 Fed. Rep., 904).

>'///"/% vs. Sanderson (8 /(/.. 908).

Campbells. The Mayor (9 Ztf., 500).

£reew vs. Zfyewcfi (11 /d., 591).

Patterson vs. Dm/ (20 /#., 641).

II Y//,,-,-// vs. Keith (27 13., 366).

6. And finally, where <> patented device has gone into

e.rt, nsive use and produced a new and beneficial remU, that

is strong evidence of invention, however small, mechanically

considered, may be the change over old devices.

Loom Co. vs. Higgins (105 D. B., 591).

Consolidated Vaki < o. vq. Crosby Valve Co. (113

O. 8., 179).
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Smith vs. Goodyear (93 U. S., 343).

Magowan vs. Belting Co. (141 U. 8., 343).

Barbed Wire Cases (143 U. B., 282-3).

We shall elaborate this proposition further on in this

brief. At present a simple statement of the rule is suffi-

cient.

Having formulated these premises as rules of law for

guiding the Court, we now address ourselves to the facts

of the case, taking up first:

Smith's Outside Support.

This device, we contend, displays invention. To prove

this we must consider the matter somewhat minutely.

We must analyze the device and see wherein lies its

essence.

In the first place, it has always been a patent fact ever

since the days of Newberry, in 1808, that if a successful

band-saw mill could be constructed, it would be a erreat

improvement over the circular saw mill, on account of

the great saving in lumber. A circular saw must have

thickness in order to have sufficient rigidity. In the larger

sizes this thickness is three-eighths of an inch. Hence, in

using a circular there is great loss of lumber by reason of

the thickness of the saw-kerf. Not only is this loss or

wastage of lumber a great detriment; but the matter of

disposing of the sawdust has in many large mills proven

to be a most serious matter. Fertile lands have been

destroyed and streams fouled by it to such extent, in

sonic instances, that it there became almost of as much

moment as the hydraulic debris question.

Ina band-saw mill t lie saw-kerf is so far diminished in
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thickness that the above questions cease to be serious.

The suv is a thin ribbon. In eases where a circular must

be at least three-eighths of an inch in thickness, a band-

saw need be only one-eighth. It is evident, therefore,

that other things being equal, a band-saw would be a vast

improvement over the circular. This fact has always

been known since 1808, but other things have not been

equal. There were certain other conditions of the prob-

lem which had to he solved before the hand-mill could

be made successful up to the date of Smith's invention.

Many people had attempted it, but none had succeeded.

This' is demonstrated by the fact that the record shows

some thirty-five patents on band-mills prior to Smith, and

by the further fact that prior to his invention uosuccessful

hand-mill had been devised or had gone into use—and by

the further fact that Smith's invention immediately went

into general and extensive use, and superceded the circu-

lars.

It is pertinent to inquire, therefore, what was the defect

in the prior band-mills.

It is evident that the prime requisite of a successful

hand-mill is to keep the saw Brady on the wheels in true

alignment at all times during the act of sawing. Other-

wise it would he pushed off the wheels entirely ami would

not saw at all, or else it would be so deflected from a

Btraight line as to make crooked or snaky Lumber. It is

ea8y enough to fit the saw securely on the wheels at the

3tart, but as soon as these mills begin to run, two things

inevitably happen. In the first place, there is a natural

tendency of the band-wheels to be drawn towards each

other at an angle, which results in a slackening of the
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saw and its consequent lex: - s npon the wheels. In

the next place, the mill run- leh great speed that

friction of the band over the wheels produce - _

which at once expands the saw and thereby a an-

other cause of looseness on the whe -. If we k

these cardinal facts always in mind7 we will not have the

slightest difficulty in solving the question now the

lit. Let us therefore repeat; th _ u desideratum

in a band-mill, and the thing which must n^ : ilv be

present in order to make a succe keep the band-

saw securely on the wheels in true alignment at all times

during the process of sawing. Thi- - made n

by reason of the tendency of the wh^

by the pulling of the band, and th kening of the

saw by expansion. Tbi- of the art at the

dat ^miths invention. Xo one had me those

defects, although they were patent and palpabl rery

person who had ever looked at a band- The

was glaring. Every one knew the result h

accomplish, viz. : : that- von the wh
at all time-. Every one knew and was peiit miliar

with the difficulties in keeping it ti iz.: the til:,

tendency of the wheels and expansion of the saw. H
was a great want, a crying ne r a certain th:

for a device which would obviate and overcome tw.

known and patent d - and thereby mak
out of a machine which hitherto wa.- a failu Thirty-

different patent - heir hands at it before

.Smith and they all failed. It will be our t iow

that Smith succeeded. It he did, he wa-

and not a mer
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First, then, let us see what he did to overcome tfaaee

known defects and produce that desired result above re-

ferred to. He did two things—he made his outside sup-

port and his arriving gear. The object of the Bret is to

overcome the tilting defect; that of the latter to over-

cmc or rather compensate for, the expansion of the saw.

By the combined actions of the two he obtains the single

result of keeping the saw ou the wheels at the proper

tension and in true alignment. While the two inventions

therefore are distinct, their union is necessary to produce

the desired result. One is as much an invention as the

other. We make this remark for this reason: One (the

outside support) is exceeding simple in construction,

while the other (the straining gear) is complex in con-

struction. It was doubtless for that reason that the

learned Judge below said that he had some doubt as to

the presence of invention in the outside support (it being

so simple in construction), but that he had no doubt as to

the straining gear. But to our mind the outside support is

a greater invention because of its very simplicity. This

case illustrates in the most beautiful manner the attributes

of invention, because it presents side by side a simple and

complex device, both doing something which necessarily

stamps them as inventive rather than imitative, and show-

ing that invention may lie in simplicity as well as in com-

plexity. That Smith's outside support is simplicity itself

admits not of a doubt. Its primary object is to counter-

act the tilting tendency ot the wheels. Hence he pro-

vided a continuous rigid connection between the two

outer bearings of the band-wheel shafts. Evidently if

the ends of those shafts tended to tilt towards each other
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the best way to counteract that defect (without consider-

ing other things) would be to connect them together rig-

idly so that they could not tilt. Hence, Smith conceived

of a rigid outside support, and in order to get a maxi-

mum of rigidity he made it of a single casting, calling it

an integral column. But that was not the whole prob-

lem. It was necessary to attach that support to the main

column in such way as to retain all the necessary rigidity

and at the same time afford easy means for putting on

and taking off the saw. He accordingly attached the

support to the main column between the wheels. Neither

was this all the problem. It was necessary that the front

bearing of the upper band-wheel shaft should be verti-

cally adjustible to accommodate the wheels to the expan-

sion and contraction of the saw. Hence he made the

upper arm of his outside support hollow in order to place

therein a mechanism connecting the bearing with a

straining gear; and, further, it was necessary to make the

horizontal part of the outside support also hollow in order

to hold the straining gear.

The essentia] features, therefore, of Smith's outside

support are:

1. A continuous connection between and support for

the outer bearings of the two band-wheel shafts. 2.

Made integral tor tht purpose of obtaining a maximum

of rigidity. 3. Attached by a horizontal part to the

main frame between the wheels and at no other point, so

;i- lo allow the saw to be readily placed on and removed

from the wheels. 1. Made hollow, SO a8 tO receive inside

the adjustible outer bearing of the upper band-wheel

shaft and also the -training gear.
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Smith's outside support is one having all these features,

and it is no answer to the validity of his claims to point

out those features separately and singly in prior machines.

If they did so exist (which we deny), it was certainly the

acme
'

of invention to have culled them out from the

various prior devices, and combined them into a new

combination which produces a new and highly useful re-

suit.

But we insist further that it is not true that each one

of these features was old at the date of Smith's invention.

The only patents referred to by appellant on the sub-

ject of the" outside support are Newberry, Parish, Mein-

ers, Prescott and Brophy.

The Newberry machine was confessedly a failure. It

was the first crude effort in the art. The wheels were

hung at the centres of their shafts, in order that there

might be no titlting of the ends. The pull of the wheels

was equal on both the outer and the inner bearings.

Hence, there was no necessity for an outside support.

In the style of mills where the wheels are hung at or

near the outer end of their shafts, the tendency of that

end is to tilt, and hence the necessity for something to

counteract it. Newberry's mill is of the first type:

Smith's, of the second. They are not in the sai..o class.

Nor has the Newberry any straining gear, nor any way

of removing the saw otherwise than by dismembering the

machine. As soon as that mill begins to run the saw will

expand and there is no way provided for taking up the

slack. The result will be a completa failure to saw lum-

ber. It is true his specification says: "IIH are two

wedges to force down the lower wheel so as to give the
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saw the necessary tension." It is evident, however, that

such a device would be utterly impracticable. It would

have to be done by hand, and the operator would have to

simply guess at the proper time when to drive those

wedges in and how far to drive them. It would not be

automatic. It would not be sensitive. The Newberry

machine is merely a tentative effort; an initial step in the

art; a crude and impracticable experiment. It utterly

fails to keep the saw securely on the wheels during the act of

sawing. It could not possibly saw straight lumber, and

we doubt if it could saw at all after the saw became

heated. It is a veritable abortion.

Defendant's expert Bell testified that this Newberry

Mill was an impracticable device (Test, cross-ques. 2/4);

that it showed the idea of a band-mill in the crudest form

(Id. 290); that it would most assuredly require lucent ion

tohave produced the Smith mill from the Newberry device

us a starting point [Id. 291).

The Parish machine is constructed on the same princi-

ple as Newberry's, so far as the mounting of the wheels

is concerned. He too was carried away with the idea

that the proper method to get away from the tilting ten-

dency of the front wheel, was to mount the wheels in the

centres of their respective shafts and thereby equalize the

pull on front and rear bearings. This is the same prin-

ciple as Newberry's. There is no outside support in

Parish, because he works on a different principle from

Smith. There is no continuous connection between the

front bearings of the two band-wheel shafts. The upper

one is mounted in his split column; the lower one in his

frame or four-legged table. By this construction he did
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not overcome the tilting tendency of the wheels. He

has improved on Newberry to the extent of providing a

straining gear. It is automatic but it is not sensitive, and

it lacks sensitiveness because it uses compound levers

and round bearings, the very things which Smith dis-

carded.

In the Meiners patent the so-called "auxiliary sup-

port" (claimed by counsel to be our outside support, but

which really is a different thing), is attached at its top to

the cross-beam and at the bottom to another cross-beam

by long iron bolts or bars, so as to afford a rigid attach-

ment between the two ends of the auxiliary support and

the main frame of the machine. This is an essential feat-

ure in Meiners' construction, and its object is an attempt

to secure a sufficient amount of rigidity in the auxiliary

support. Says the specification (lines 65-85)

:

"Although the support C2
is not made fast to the

frame, the ends are provided with bolts or bars U, which,

when the saw is placed on the wheels, can be screwed up

into the lower and upper pieces of the frame, thereby

forming as secure a fastening of the support as if it had

been originally fastened thereto; and when the saw is re-

quired to be taken off the wheels the bolts 11 have only

to be screwed down in order to leave the openings be-

tween the ends of the support and the frame, so that the

saw can be easily moved. By this means of securing the

support to the frame two advantages are gained: First,

the easy removal and replacing of the saw on the wheels;

second, it enables a greater tension to be given to the saw.

The more rigid the support is made to the frame, the more

tension can be given to the saw, which is absolutely neces-

sary to perfect and rapid sawing."
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Hence, the patent shows the column attached at th

points, in the center by a horizontal bracket, and at top

and bottom by long iron bars or bolts. This construction

is not shown in defendant's purported model of the

Meiners machine, nor is it shown in the purported cut of

the Meiners machine, opposite page 16 of counsel's brief,

which is not a correct cut of any figure in the Meiners

patent. But it is distinctly shown and described in the

Meiners patent itself as a necessary and essential feature

of the machine—as will be seen by figure II of the

patent. If this be true, it requires but a glance to see,

1-t. That the bolts or bars (a permanent part of the

structure) must be taken out before the saw can be put

on or removed from the wheel-; and 2d. that without

said bolts or bar-, or some other equivalent device, rigidly

connecting the two ends of the auxiliary support to the

top and bottom of the frame, the auxiliary support would

not have the necessary rigidity, that is, would not be prac-

tical.

Defendant's expert, Bell, testifies that those bolts or

bars act a- braces for giving additional rigidity to the

auxiliary support by bolting it at t<.p and bottom t<> the

main frame (Test. X.-Q. 125 «»- 7) and that according to

tlic Meiners patent, some such device was necessary in

order to give sufficient rigidity (Test. X.-Q. L56), that

//,, l/, minis not >> practical mill, that the Meiners

patent would uol add anything to hi- mechanical knowl-

edge of band-mills, that he would not for a moment

think «»l building a Meiners mill, if called on t«. build a

band-mill (Test. X.-Q. 262 3 1> and '/><>* "th. Smith mill

\ big [mprovemeni ovei th thownintln Meiners

oaten K.-Q. L93
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The defendant's other expert, D. B. Hanson, was

equally emphatic in his condemnation of the Meiners

mill, as compared with modern mills. He states that only

two of thru, were ever built, and that he worked on one of

them (Test. X.-Q. 10); that the auxiliary support was

connected at top and bottom to the main frame (Test.

X.-Q. 61); that great difficulty was experienced in tak-

ing off the saws, because part of the machine had to be

taken loose (Test. X.-Q. 8-9); that the straining gear

was defective (Test. X.-Q. 18); that the mill would not

be considered a practical operative mill at the present

day (Test. X.-Q. 16; re-direct Q. 23).

This testimony would seem to dispose of the Meiners

patent. The device therein shown is an awkward, cum-

bersome, unmechanical, impracticable device, which no

modern builder of band-mills would, for a moment, con-

sider the advisability of building. Its defects were lack

of a rigid outside support and sensitive automatic straining

gear. Hence, we assert that Meiners had not the faintest

conception of Smith's invention. The utmost that can be

said of him is that he recognized the great defect in prior

mills; that he saw the necessity of some device for pre-

venting the tilting tendency of the wheels, and we may

even go so far as to say he had an idea of a rigid out-

side support, but was not able to produce one. His so-

called outside support is merely rudimentary and enibry-

otic. It will not produce the result he sought to

produce and which Smith has actually produced.

In the Brophy patent the supports for the upper band-

wheel shaft are moving sliding pieces arranged in a groove

on a horizontal bracket, so as to be moved back ami
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forth from the main frame. The support for the lower

band-wheel shaft is a bracket whose lower end carries the

bearing of the lower band-wheel shaft, and whose upper

end is jointed or swiveied on a center pin to lugs on the

horizontal bracket, attached to the main frame. The

theorv of this construction is, that this support for the lower

shaft may be swung out of the way on the swivel-joiut

when it is required to take off the lower wheels. This is

the same as if Smith had made the lower arm D" of his

outside support to swivel on a joint at the point where it is

attached to the parts D D 1

, so that it might swing on the

joint up and down. Clearly such construction as Bro-

phy's does not furnish a sufficiently rigid outside support.

Hi< sliding supports for the upper shaft, running in

grooves, and his swiveled or hinged support for the lower

shaft bear not the faintest resemblance to Smith's outside

support. In this Brophy patent it is true that the saw

can be removed without breaking it, and without dismem-

bering any part of the frame; but Smith has not attempted

to patent that idea. That might be done in machines

which have no outside support at all. What Smith has

patented is an integral outside support, one of whose feat-

ure- i- Lb that tin,' saw can be so removed. Counsel has

made the mistake oi assuming that a thing which is a mere

incident, isthe sole object of the Smith invention.

Defendant's expert Bell testified as follows concerning

this Brophy machine:

" X.-Ques. 294 In your judgment does the Brophy

patent, Exhibit 36, -how an integral standard, carrying

the fiout bearings of the upper and lower band-wheel

shafl
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A.—No, sir.

X.-Q. 295.—Does the Brophy patent show the hollow

casting D D 1 D2
of the Smith patent?

A. No, sir.******
X.-Q. 298.—Is this bracket marked B in the Brophy

machine a sliding bracket?

A.—Yes, sir.

X.-Q. 299.—What is the object of making it sliding?

A.—So as to shift the vertical position of the saw blades

to or from the center of the machine.

* * * * * *

X.-Q. 303.—Now, taking that bracket B, as found in

the Brophy patent, and remembering that it is a sliding

bracket, do you think that would furnish a sufficiently

rigid outside support for the band-wheel shafts?

A.—It furnishes an outside support, but I cannot say

how rigid it would be.

X.-Q. 304.—The question is whether it would be suffi-

cient?

A.—Well, I hardly think it would be sufficient.

X.-Q. 304.—Why not?

A.—For the reason of the heavy work that is required

of a saw and its supports."

Record, pp. 342-4.

The cut on page 18 of appellant's brief is mislead-

ing. It is a skeleton sketch of only a part of the Bro-

phy mill, showing only one saw, whereas the Brophy

patent shows a gang of band-saws. Its fundamental idea

is to run a plurality of band-saws on a common arbor.

The Prescott patent (Exhibit 24) shows no integral
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outside supports, but only a couple of goose-necks, not

connected together at all, and a telescopic column oper-

ated by a jack-screw.

So far as the state of the art is concerned in regard

to the outside support, the Record shows four styles of

construction, viz.:

First: Machines which had no outside support at all

and no resemblance thereto, or pretense thereof, as for

instance that of Gordon (Respondent's Exhibit 10).

This class includes the largest portion of the 35 patents

in evidence.

Second: Machines in which the wheels were mounted

in the centers of their shafts, such as, Newberry and

Parish, and in which also there was no outsids support.

Third; Machines of the goose-neck type, such as Al-

lington (Respondent's Exhibit 19) and Prescott (Exhib-

its 23 and 24). In these there were two separate outside

supports, not joined together in any way, and therefore

not integral, consisting of U-shaped brackets adapted to

slide up and down.

Fourth: Machines id which there appears in the

crudest form the rudimentary idea of a continuous rigid

outside support, but not in such form as to be practica-

ble. This class includes the patents of Meiners and Bro-

phy.

All of these prior machines were impracticable, and

none of them ever went into extensive use. At this

Stage of the art Smith came upon the field with a con-

tinuous integral outside support in a practicable form. He

bad been making goose-neck machines prior thereto, and

they Were not a success. His new machine proved to be

;i <>Tc;it success.
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That the Newberry, Meiners and Brophy devices are

impracticable and unsalable is admitted by every witness

who was asked the question. We thus find a regularly

graded advance, a step-by-step advance in the art so far

as the outside support is concerned, commencing with no

outside support at all, then advancing to goose-necks; from

there going a step further to the primitive ami rudiment-

ary idea of the outside support, although in an impractic-

able form, and finally culminating in the perfect and

complete idea of Smith's integral outside support as

shown in his patent. Here the wave of advancement

stopped, because perfection had been reached, and we

find no further improvements in the art. As proof of this

we have but to remind the Court, First—That since the

date of Smith's invention, all modern builders of band-saw

mills have adopted a rigid outside support in some form

or other; Second—That all the principal patents on band-

saw mills, issued subsequent to Smith's invention, show his

integral outside support, such as the patents of Wm.

Wilkin (Exhibit 29), Cunningham (Exhibit 31), T. S.

Wilkin (Exhibit 32), Koefoed (Exhibit 2).

There are in the Record many patents which were

issued subsequently to the date of Smith's invention and

after he had communicated it to the world by sending all

over the country circulars and cuts of his mill. It is

remarkable that nearly all of these subsequent patents

show Smith's integral outside support or an equivalent

thereof, hut do not dare to claim it. The same remark is

true of his straining gear. These facts go to prove our

contention.

But let us note some evidence which was given by ap-

pellants' own witnesses.
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The precise contention urged is that Smith's idea of an

outside support does not involve invention, but that it

merely involves mechanical skill, and that it would naH-r

rally and spontaneously suggest itself to any skilled me-

chanic (jiving his attention to the subject. Now counsel

for defendant has himself produced the evidence to refute

this assertion, and it is the evidence of his own witness,

Hanson. Hanson testifies that in 1882 or '3 he saw a

Meiners mill in operation and worked on it, at Chelsea,

Massachusetts. This was one of the oniy tv:o Meiners

mills ever built. He recognizes the fact that an outside

support such as Smith's is an excellent thing. After see-

ing that Meiners mill operate at Chelsea he concluded to

get up a mill of his own and patent it. That patent was

granted October 8,1888 (Exhibit 28); but, strange to

say, it shows no integral outside support nor any pretense

of one. Evidently, therefore, the Meiners mill did not

naturally or spontaneously or at all suggest to Hanson, a

mechanic skilled in the art, the idea of an integral out-

side support. Why not? Simply because there was

nothing in the Meiners mill to suggest it. It required

the faculty of invention for its production.

But further, we find that this same Hanson afterwards

took out another patent (Exhibit 34) dated September

30, 1<S!)(), and the idea of a continuous outside support

did not even, at thai late day, occur to him. On the con-

trary ho used the old sliding goose-nock, which Smith

had discarded two years before.

Tin; conclusion is irresistible. Neither the Meiners

mill nor any Other suggested to Hanson, a mechanic

skilled in the art, the idea of using a continuous outside
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support when he turned his attention to the subject, al-

though he recognizes it as a good thing and is now using

it in "the mills being sold by his firm, E. P. Allis & Co.

It is not often that the evidence in a case presents such

a complete refutation of the contention that a prior de-

vice would suggest the patented device to a mechanic

skilled in the art. We submit that defendant's witness

Hanson has completely demolished counsel's contention,

and that his testimony is conclusive of the issue.

But this is not all. The appellant's other expert, Bell,

testified positively and unequivocally that Smith dis-

played invention in producing his outside support.

We do not care to quote his testimony in detail, but

after a rigid cross-examination he winds up with the fol-

lowing square, point-blank admission

:

" X.-Q. 188.—Well, in your judgment, if Smith's

patent is void for want of invention, then Koefoed's pa-

tent is also void for the same reason, is it not?

"A.—I didn't say it was void for want of invention.

" X.-Q. 189.—You didn't say that Smith's patent was

void for want of invention?

"A.—I didn't say so.

" X.-Q. 190.—Then do you say so now?

"A.—No.

"X.-Q. 191.—Then, in your judgment, his patent is

good for something, isn't it?

"A.—Yes. As I said before, it was good for its spe-

cific combinations.

" X.-Q. 192.—If it is good for its specific combina-

tions, then it must be, and can only be, because he dis-

played invention in producing those specific combina-

tions; isn't that so?
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"A.

—

Yes. It can be called invention."

Record page 325.

If would appear to the casual observer that this testi-

mony should settle the matter. It was given by defend-

ant's chosen expert, who was called for the purpose of

showing the very opposite. He testifies fairly and

squarely and unequivocally that Smith did display the in-

ventive faculty, and this was said by a person who boasted

that he understood what was invention better than any

person then in the room where he was testifying, although

there were then present the Master in Chancery and the

attorneys for plaintiff and defendant. We sincerely

commiserate counsel for the vast difference of opinion

between himself and his chosen expert. Nothing is

more exasperating to an attorney than to have his wit-

nesses differ with him.

We have not yet concluded our argument on the out-

side support, and before doing so it will be necessary for

us to consider Smith's straining gear mechanism. We
can then consider the two together during the remainder

of the argument. We follow this course because the two

inventions go hand in hand. They are both required to

make the perfect successful mill. It is their joint action

that keeps the saw securely on the wheels at the proper

ten-ion all the time during the act of sawing, and that is

the thing which makes the perfect hand-mill.

Smith's STRAINING DEVICE.

When we conic to consider this piece of mechanism,

we are ;it once impressed with its beauty, its delicacy,

its nicety of adjustment, ;ind its wonderful efficiency.
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Its construction is clearly shown by the cut on the adjoin-

ing page. There is no other example found in all the

arts where a machine of such huge proportions, adapted to

perform such pondrous work at such a fearful rate of

speed, is so nicely and delicately and sensitively adjusted.

The machine weighs some 30,000 pounds, is adapted to

cut into merchantable timber sixty odd thousand feet per

day, and runs at the speed of 11,000 feet, or over two

miles per minute, or one hundred and twenty-five miles

an hoar, faster than the fastest carrier pigeon can fly, and

more than three times as fast as an average railroad train

can run. And yet such a machine, doing such work, has

its operative mechanism supported and balanced on thin,

delicate knife-edge bearings that gently sway back and

forth in response to the slightest pressure, working with

the precision of clock work and capable of adjustment by

a child. Was there ever such an exhibition of the union

of delicacy and strength?

And this wonderful piece of mechanism is denied the

credit of invention. Counsel flippantly says that it in-

volved nothing more than mechanical skill, such skill as

an or.lh.ary mechanic acquainted with the art would in-

stantly exercise whenever required. The precise con-

tention is that it would naturally and spontaneously occur

to a mechanic skilled in the art upon turning his attention

to the subject.

On the contrary, we maintain that no mechanic would

ever have thought of such use of knife-edge bearings

merely by virtue of his mechanical knowledge. It re-

quired more than that. It was the flash of inventive

genius that conceived of such use of knife-edge bearings.
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There was nothing in the art to suggest it, no analogous

use of such bearings. Suppose, for instance, one should

attempt to mount the running gear of a locomotive on

knife-edge bearings, would not such a man be pronounced

an idiot? And would not the locomotive, when speeded

to even twenty miles an hour, be rather a dangerous con-

veyance?

Suppose, again, that a man should suggest the removal

of the trunnions or pin bearings of a cannon and the

substitution instead thereof of knife-edge bearings, is it

not plain that the suggestion would be scouted as utterly

impracticable? After a discharge of the piece the recoil

would not be very comforting to the gunner, nor very

healthful for the gun.

Similar instances might be given in the cases of other

machines, but the above are sufficient to show that trun-

nion bearings are not suggestive of knife-edge bearings,

especially in ponderous machines which run at a great

rate of speed and do heavy work. Indeed, a trunnion

Ixaiing is so radically different in construction from a

knife-edge bearing, that the two are not analogous at all.

If this be true, then the trunnion bearings which were in

use prior to Smith's invention could not have naturally,

or spontaneously, or at all, suggested the use of knife-edge

hearings. It required the faculty of invention. It was

a radical departure from pre-existing methods, so much

so thai Smith's partners would not consent to his apply-

ing for a patent until the success of the mill was shown

by practical tests.

Counsel U)Y defandanl says to us you have merely

substituted knife-edges for trunnions. And he then ex-
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tends his hands toward heaven in holy horror and asks if

that small change can be invention.

While it is not true that all Smith has done is to sub-

stitute knife-edge bearings for trunnions, as will be read-

ily seen by reading Claims 5, 6 and 10 of the patent, yet

taking counsel's statement as correct, we assert most em-

phatically that Smith did display invention, because by the

substitution mentioned he obtained a new and highly

beneficial result, and that substitution was not an obvious

one from the old devices, not one which would naturally

and spontaneously occur to a mechanic skilled in the art

upon turning his attention to the subject. On the con-

trary, the substitution of knife-edge bearings for trunnion

bearings in ponderous macbines running at high speed

and doing heavy work, is one not at all likely to occur to a

mechanic. A man would naturally argue that his bear-

ings in such devices ought to be enclosed and firmly

secured in place by a strong journal box, as is shown in

the Parish patent, so as to prevent any disarrangement of

parts; but it would be the idea of an inventor to mount

his rock-shaft on knife-edge bearing without any mechan-

ical means for holding them in place other than the auto-

matic operations of the machine. It matters not how

small was the change, mechanically considered. If a

new and useful result is produced and the change is not

obvious, then invention is present. We shall not stop

now to advert to the new and useful result produced, but

will consider that under another head.

Counsel has referred to several of the patents in evi-

dence to show that knife-edges were known and used in

straining devices prior to Smith. Those patents are Whit-
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ney (Ex. 11), Margedant (Ex.12), Stevens (Ex.20),

Prescott (Ex. 24).

No one of the patents referred to -how •• a rock-shaft

mounted on knife-edge bearing-." which is Smith'- cen-

tral idea. The witness, Bell, substantiates this assertion,

and again differs with his counsel, for in answer to ques-

tion 142. he stated that he did not find in any of the prior

patents a rock-shaft mounted on knife-edge bearings. The

utmost that he could find was knife-edges supporting parts

of the straining device.

The four patents referred to by counsel do not, nor

does any of them, show a rock-shaft mounted on knife-edge

bearings. They show here and there an isolated joint

having a knife-edge, and that is all. It will >ubserve no

purpose of utility to analyze them, and hence we leave

them to the inspection of the Court.

There i-. however, one patent in evidence which d<

-how a rock-shaft mounted on knife-edge bearings. That

isthe patent of Hanson (Exhibit 34). But Hanson was

put into interference with Smith in the patent office, and

the priority of that invention was awarded to Smith, thus

showing that others are eager to patent such a device after

Smith had made the invention.

Now, considering together the integral outside support

and the sensitive -training device, we submit:

That the remit <>l>t<i',,i< <1 !>>/ those two wnclusivi

, ,;,/. na of the pn 8< na of invi ntion.

Thai the introduction of these two feature.- into band-

mills has worked a revolution in the art admit- not ot a

doubt. The fact alone that <ill modem ba /"/-/ntih

///, ita ins this conti ntion.
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The witness Hanson testified as follows:

" X.-Q. 83.—So quite a number of people went to work

to get up mills with knife-edge bearings?

' k A.—Yes, sir.

" X.-Q. 84—And those mills have practically taken

the market since that time, haven't they?

"A.—Yes, sir.

"X.-Q. 85—And those have generally taken the

market?

" A.—Yes, sir.

" X.-Q. 86—There seems to have been a general con-

sensus of opinion among band-mill men that they must get

up mills with knife-edge bearings?

" A.—Yes, sir."

(Record, p. 387).

(Here the witness goes on to give testimony concern-

ing the mill he is making and selling himself, and

admits practically, that he is using therein the two pat-

ented features of Smith's mill, after which the examina-

tion proceeded as follows)

:

" X.-Q. 102—Is it not a fact that nearly all modern

band-mills at the present time, are aiming to have a rigid

outside support, and a sensitive automatic straining de-

vice?

" A.—Yes, sir.

14 X.-Q, 103—Those are the great features in band-

mills of the present date?

" A.—Yes, sir.

X.-Q. 103—And those are the features which give the

present band-mills their value over and above the old

band-mills, are they not?



"A.—Well, that : irse—Yes; I rain extent

it is. although there are quite a good many people run-

ning band-mill- will choose the old band-mills in-

sl id of the new ones

•• X.-Q. 105—Well, there are always people who stick

iie old, and never taK the new?

• A.—Yes, sir; that happens in all kinds of busiue

R 389.)

In view of this testimony given by one of defendai

ju-tified in the contention that

the- new features inv ^niith marked the

_ inning of a new em in the business. No one did the

thing I him. all who come after him recognize its

value and copy it. What sti _ r evidence of invention

i- needed or can be prod" Why did not the idea

som : the numerous mechanics and ex-

ts iu the business Why did it not occur to Hanson,

who -aw the old Meii - mill and probably many others

of equal worthless se ; and after it has occurred to Smith,

who put it t«.» practical use and demonstrated it- vain-

lit that his strongest rival admits that no band-mill

i- now salable without it. why i- it that the inak a : band-

mil.^ _ .whether on th< Pacific ( si or in the

E st, have followed in hi- lead and pat on the mai

mill- embodying - Wh s lant

ran answer thee - - ther hypothesis than

the pr invention, then and then only will he be

- nying Smith's valuable I and al-

lowing hi- own clients - of th

faculties " to gather where another has sowi i to

simulation and - _ the consequen
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which the Act of Congress has prescribed for the unlaw-

ful appropriation of such property."

This is a case where the state of the art shows a series

of inventors all groping to attain a certain result, which

only the last one seemed able to grasp. Although his con-

struction differs from the former but slightly, when con-

sidered in a purely mechanical sense, yet the last of the

series having obtained the long-sought result, which the

others were striving for but failed to obtain, and that re-

sult being new and useful in making a success out of

what was before a failure, he is entitled to a liberal con-

struction of his patent; and the fact that the device has

immediately gone into general and successful use, and

that others manifest a desire to follow him, is sufficient

evidence of invention.

Barbed Wire Case* (143 U. S., 275).

Magowanys. Packing Co. (141 Id., 332).

Valve Co. vs. Crosby (113 Id., 157).

Loom Co. vs. Higgins (105 Id., 591).

Smith vs. Vulcanite Co. (93 Id., 486).

Sayre vs. Scott (63 O. G., 1820.)

In the above case of Loom Co. vs. Higgins the inven-

tion was a loom. All the elements of the combination

were old and well known. The invention consisted

merely in picking out those old elements from the old

machines and combining them into one assemblage,

thereby making a loom which would weave 50 yards a

day, whereas the greatest capacity of prior looms was only

40. It was urged that this involved no invention, but the

Court disposed of it by saving:

"This argument would be sound if the combination
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claimed by Webster was an obvious one for obtaining the

advantages proposed—one which would occur to any me-

chanic skilled in the art. But it is plain from the evi-

dence and from the very fact that it was not sooner

adopted and used, that it did not for years occur in this

light to even the most skilled persons. It may have been

under their very eyes; they may almost be said to have

stumbled over it; but they certainly failed to see it, to es-

mate its value, and to bring it into notice.

Now that it has succeeded, it may seem very plain to any

one that he could have done as well. This is often the

case with inventions of the greatest merit. It may be

laid down as a general rule, though perhaps not an in-

variable one, that if a new combination and arrangement

of known elements produce a new and beneficial result,

never attained before, it is evidence of invention."

This language was approved by the Supreme Court in

The Barbed Wirt Cases (143 U. S., 283), as recently as

February, 1892.

In the case of Gandy vs. Main Belting Co. (143 U. S.,

594), above cited, the invention was a canvas belt, which

proved to be a great success. Many others had essayed

to produce such a belt but had failed. Said the Court:

" In view of the fact that previous attempts, of which

there appears to have been several, to make a practical

canvas belt had been failures, and that Candy had been

experimenting with the subject for several years before

be discovered that a change was necessary in the struc-

ture of the canvas itself, we do not think his improve-

ment is a change of degree Only, or sucb an one as

would have oecnrred to an ordinary mechanic, and onr
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opinion is that it does involve an exercise of the in-

ventive faculty."

And in the above case of Valve Co. vs. Valve Co., it is

said

:

« Richardson's invention brought to success what prior

inventions had essayed and partly accomplished. He

used some things which had been used before; but he

added just that which was necessary to make the whole

a practically valuable and economical apparatus. The

fact that the known valves were not used and the speedy

and extensive adoption of Richardson's valve are facts

in harmony with the evidence that his valve contains

just what the prior valves lack, and go to support the

conclusion at which we have arrived on the question of

novelty."

Appellant's argument is based on the contention that

Smith's combinations are combinations of old elements

effecting no new result, or result different in kind from

what had been effected before. If Smith's result is not

a new one, then the result of Webster's loom was not a

new one. Webster took a lot of old elements and by

grouping them into a new combination produced a loom

which would weave ten yards a day more than the old

looms. That was held to be a new result. Smith has

done more. He has taken a lot of old elements (we may

admit) and by grouping them into a new combination has

made a mill capable of sawing over 50,000 feet of lum-

ber per day, whereas the best of the old mills prior to

him would saw not over 25,000 feet per day. Tins is

certainly as much of a new result as that produced by

Webster's loom.
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We herewith append a brief of authorities bearing on

the question of invention:

" Proof of the previous use of a structure bearing

some resemblance in some respects to the improvement

of the plaintiff and which might have been suggestive of

ideas, or have led to experiments resulting in the dis-

covery and completion of his improvement, will not in-

validate his claim under his patent."

Pinion- vs. 8tiles (5 McLean, 44). Leavitt, 1849.

" Although a person with the whole prior art before

him, might be supposed to find it easy to make the pat-

ented improvement, that fact does not militate against the

presence of patentable invention."

Stainthorp et al. vs. Humiston (1 Fish., P. C, 475).

Hall, 1859.

"There are many cases in which the materiality of an

invention, whether it be a machine or process, can be

judged of only by its effect on the result, and this effect

is tested by the actual improvement in the process of

producing an article, or in the article itself, introduced

by the alleged invention."

Roberts vs. Dickey (4 Brews., 260). Strong, 1871.

" Many a useful and valuable invention has been of a

device so simple and so seemingly trilling that men won-

der thai ii was not made long before. 'Flic inquiry is,

Was SUCh a device before known."

Kirby et ah. vs. Dodgi a- Stevenson ftff'g Co.et <(/.

(is Blatch., 307). Woodruff. L872.

" It is not enough to defeat the novelty of an invention
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that prior contrivances are produced which might, with a

little change, have been made into the patented contri-

vance, though not so intended by the maker."

Cooke et al. vs. Ernest et al. (5 Fish, P. C. 396).

Woods, 1872.

" No more difficult task is imposed upon the Court in

patent causes than that of determining what constitutes in-

vention, and of drawing the line of distinction between

the work of the inventor and the constructor. The

change from the old structure to the new one may be one

which one inventor would devise with the expenditure of

but little thought and labor, and another would fail to ac-

complish after long and patient effort. It may be one

which one, whose mind is fertile in invention, will sug-

gest almost instantaneously when the skilled hand of the

constructor will fail to reach the apparent simple result

by the long and toilsome process of experiment. It may be

one which, viewed in the light of the accomplished result,

may seem so simple as to be obvious almost to an un-

skilled operative, and yet the proof may show that this

apparently simple and obvious change has produced a re-

sult which has for years baffled the skill of the mechanical

expert, eluded the search of the discoverer, and set at

defiance the speculations of inventive genius."

Pearlet al. vs. Ocean Mills et al. (2 Bann. & Ard.,

469). Shepley, 1877.

" Where an apparently simple article was attained only

after various trials and tests, and where many patents had

been granted upon attempts approaching the same object,
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such facts are conclusive of the exercise of patentable in-

vention."

Campbell vs. James et al. (17 Blatch., 42).

Wheeler, 1879.

" Bv the Court—Many chairs have been made that re-

sembled the plaintiff's in many particulars, and which

might easily have been modified so as to embody his in-

vention; but they do not appear to have been so modified

before his tiine. Invention often involves a new result,

first thought of by the patentee; and in such cases the

fact that the mechanical changes he has made are not diffi-

cult, is often unimportant."

Stewart vs. Mahony (o Fed. Rep., 302.) Lowell,

1879.

" By the Court—-Assertion by ingenious and able ex-

perts in the year 1880, after inventions in safes had been

greatly stimulated, of what could have been done by me-

chanical skill prior to 1874, do not press with great weight

on my mind."

Yale Mfg. Co. et al. vs. Norwich National Bank

(19 Blatch., 123). Shipman, 1881.

" By the Court—Much is said in the evidence on the

pari of the defendants as to the obvious character of this

or that arrangement, and that any mechanic would know

enough to do thisorthat. This is the often repeated story

in belittling inventions. The invention consist primarily

in finding out what mechanical operation is necessary to

produce the practical result arrived at. When such

operation 18 hit upon, the mechanical work is easy. It 18

easy, when the mechanical operation is seen, to say that
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it was obvious that certain mechanical arrangements

would affect it: but mechanical arrangements are tried

and tried in vain, to reach a practical result, because the

mechanical operation which is to affect such a result is

not vet seen. In looking at the completed thing, the

mechanical operation is there; but the inventor, though

he knew all about cams and levers, and other mechanical

arrangements, did not have in advance before him, the

coveted mechanical operation."

Wooster vs. Blake et al. (8 Fed.' Rep., 428).

Blatchford, 1881.

"That all the elements of a patented combination may

be singly found in prior structures is not a pertinent fact.

It will not answer to say that any mechanic might have

selected the parts and combined them. * * * The

fact that no mechanic did select and combine the parts

* * * notwithstanding the great need for it, is a suffi-

cient answer to the suggestion."

Dedrick vs. Oassell et al. (9 Fed. Rep., 300). But-

ler, 1881.

"It is alwavs difficult to determine what degree of im-

provement takes a case out of the mere exercise of me-

chanical judgment and puts it in the domain of invention

or discoverv. The general rule upon the subject is that

any change'in the position of old elements, whereby new

and better results are accomplished, is a sufficient exer-

cise of the inventive faculty to warrant the issuing "I

letters patent."

Stocktons. Maddock (W Fed. Rep., 132). Nixon,

1881.
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" When a machine combines the merits of two single

prior machines, and has the advantage of convenience,

simplicity and cheapness, there is sufficient invention

to support a patent."

Fifieldvs. Whittemore, (17 Fed. Rep., 513). Low-

ell, 1883.

" Where the change that the patentee makes over the

prior art was simple, but effective, and other intelligent

and skillful mechanics working toward the same end had

failed to discover it, there is sufficiency of invention ex-

ercised to support a patent." -

Sewing Machine Company vs. Frame (28 O. G. 96).

Butler, 1884.

" Though the difference between a patented thing and

the prior art may be slight, yet if the difference involves

a new and valuable result, it is patentable."

Hancock Inspirator Co. vs. Jenks (21 Fed.

Re]). 911). Brown, 1884.

" Although devices to be found in the prior art closely

approach the patented device, yet if they are devoid of

the features which give life and value to the patented

thing, i here is a sufficiency of invention in the patented

thing, although the change from the prior art be appar-

ently small."

Con, Safety Valve Co. vs. Crosby Steam Gauge and

Valve Co. (113 IT. 8., 157). Sup. (1., L885.

" Although the machine in question may he a simple

one, yet where it is manifest that the inventor accomp-

lished a new and beneficial result by means which other
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people had been near to and apparently wanted to find,

but failed to see, a patentable invention has been made."

Enterprise Mfg. Co. vs. Sargent et al (28 Fed.

Rep., 185). Shipman, 1886.

" On the question of sufficiency of invention, it is by

no means easy to give an entirely satisfactory answer.

Each case must depend upon its own facts and cir-

cumstances. The perplexities which surround such con-

troversies cannot always be solved by an examination of

the adjudicated cases. They serve to illuminate the

paths to be traversed, but he who desires to select the

right one, must depend largely upon his own judgment."

Butler et al vs. Brainbridge et al, (37 0.G., 1124).

Coxe, 1886.

" When it is argued that the change in a patented de-

vice over the prior art requires merely mechanical skill,

then in view of conceded advantages, the fact that no

prior patent suggested the entire combination, and no

skilled mechanic ever thought of the improvement, if a

doubt existed upon the question it should be resolved in

favor of the patent."

Dudgeon vs. Watson et al (29 Fed. Rep. 248).

Coxe, 1886.

" It is not difficult, after the fact, to show by argument

how simple the achievement was, and, by aggregating all

the failures of others,|to point out the plain and easy road

to success. This is the wisdom after the event that often

confutes the invention, and levels it to the plane of mere

mechanical skill."
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ttonal Tooth C .vs. . i ei aL

(30 Fed. K e] 775 Walla . 1887.

We viae now to the last - n involved, viz.:

V.

F INFRINGEMENT.

On this branch of the opine that your Hon a

can hiv it little difficulty. The infringement is not

only palpable and plain, but a wilful, wanton and
\

ent in of complainants* right-, so much so that at

the proper time, if - icure judgment, we -hall -

that such damage- a- may be awarded us be trebled un-

der the statute. Indeed, the record on this point die a a

an; -
i fair dealing and bnsin 38 integrity on the

part of defend; - ra and agents which fairly -

toni- is, and which certainly cannot recommend them

ancellor.

infringement s: Mr. S.

N. Falk, of Humboldt County, California, called at com-

plainants' factory in Cincinnati in the summer of 1889,

wit! sible purpose of purchasing a band-mill.

xamined complainants* mill, obtained

full instructions regarding it- details, and procured from

aplainants', blue print- of the complete working draw-

re built Smith, Q.

and A. .- ao < ss-Q. and A. 257

I ss-Q A. 298 to 308, pp.

II. did not purchase a mill from complain-

but returned to California, and, in the fall

of ] iplained the Smith

mill to Grab the \
:

. - lent and me-
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chanical engineer of defendant, and went with Koefoed

to Hendy'8 shop in San Francisco to examine one of

complainants' mills and take measurements of it. (Test.

of Graham, Q. and A. 144 to 153, pp. 129-30; Koefoed, Q.

and A. 25 to 34, p. 138; Q. and A. 51 to 57, p. 141,

and Q.and A.G8 to 71, pp. 142-3). After such examina-

tion Falk gave to the defendant an order for the mill,

and thereupon defendant made the mill and delivered it

to Falk some time in the fall of 1890. We experienced

some difficulty in proving when this mill was delivered.

We called Graham and Koefoed, vice-president and me-

chanical engineer of defendant, botli of whom, under ad-

vice of counsel, refused to disclose the date of delivery. It

is true that counsel subsequently saw what a blunder he

had made in giving such advice, and months afterwards

when the testimony was about completed, called a Mr.

Ludlow, a young man employed by defendant to make

drawings, who undertook to give the date of delivery of

said mill; but it is apparent from his 8ubordinate posi-

tion in the draughting-room, that he could not of his own

knowledge know the date, and that his testimony on the

subject is necessarily unreliable. We say, therefore,

there is some doubt as to the time when the mill was de-

livered to Falk. whether before or subsequent to Decem-

ber 16 1890, the date of complainants' patent. There is

no doubt, however, that Smith had Bled his application

fol
. the patent on September 24, 1889, and that the de-

fendant knew it was Smith's invention. Falk know it,

and presumably conveyed the information to defendant

Besides, the machine in Hendy's shop examined and

measured by Koefoed before building the Falk mill, had
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prominently marked upon it notice that a patent had been

applied for (Smith's Cincinnati Dep., Ans. 7). It also ap-

pears that Hendy, in Smith's presence, notified defend-

ant of complainants' rights in September, 1890.

It further appears that in January, 1891, after issue of

the patent and before suit, Smith saw Graham at defend-

ant's works and warned him not to infringe. He refused

t<» desist from infringing and announced his determination

to continue.

Immediately thereupon defendant had a cut made of

of their infringing mill and advertised it in *' Pacific

Coast Wood and Iron" (Exhibit A, page 80 thereof), and

as if to accentuate their wrong-doing, they caused this

advertisement to be inserted on the page next preceding

the advertisement of complainants' mill, so that whoever

looked at complainants' advertisement could not help see-

ing theirs.

These facts show a premeditated design to appropriate

Smith"> invention, and the subsequent conduct of defend-

ant confirms such theory. After selling the Falkmill they

built other mill-, but slightly changed the construction of

the -training device. Such change is SO manifestly frivo-

lous and immaterial that it at once shows on its face that

it- sole, object wa- to get all the benefit of Smith's in-

vention without technically infringing his claims.

Both mills, however, made by the defendant are in-

fringement-, the Falk mill and the mill made and sold

after the i-.-uenee of the patent.

So far a- the Falk mill i- concerned there can be no

question as to the infringement. The model thereof

marked " Exhibit Defendant's Mill," made by Mr. Smith,
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correctly represents the mill in all substantial particu-

lars. It infringes Claims 1, 2, 3, .4, 5, 6 and 10 of our

patent. In fact, it is a servile copy of our mill, except

that the cross-line adjustment of the rear bearing of the

upper band-wheel shaft has been omitted (probably be-

cause the defendants' machinists did not understand its

operation), and the outside support has been cut into two

pieces, and then bolted together, with abutting flanges.

Indeed, we do not understand that counsel for defend-

ant denies the fact that the Falk mill is covered by

said claims of our patent; but argues that the Falk mill

was made and sold prior to the issuance of the patent,

and that, for such reason, no suit can be predicated there-

on. Therein he greviously errs.

If, after application for a patent is filed, and before

its issue, a defendant knowingly builds and sells a ma-

chine covered by the claims of the patent as subsequent-

ly issued, and after the issue of the patent refuses, upon

demand, to cease infringing and threatens to continue so

doing, and advertises his infringing machine, both graph-

ically and verbally, solicits customers therefor, and has

the means at his disposal of building and selling the ma-

chine, in such case a suit will lie against him for an injunc-

tion on the ground of threatened infringement, and it is

immaterial that he has actually not made one of the in-

fringing machines since the issue of the patent.

To warrant an injunction it is not necessary to show an

actual infringement. A threatened infringement, or a

state of facts from which a complainant is justified in

fearing an infringement, is all that the law requires to

sustain a suit for an injunction. The writ is preventive
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not compensatory. It aims solely to prevent future

wrongs, to restrain future infringements. If, therefore, a

record shows such a state of facts as justifies the com-

plainant in apprehending future infringements, then the

suit will lie.

In his work on Patents, at section 676, Mr. Walker

states the general rule as follows:

" Indeed, no injunction can be averted by affirmative

evidence that the defendant has ceased to infringe, even

though coupled with a promise that he will infringe no

more."

This rule of law is quite well settled, as will be seen by

reference to the following cases:

3 Robinson >>,, Patents, § 1191.

Woodworth vs. Stone (3 Sto., 572).

Celluloid ('<>. vs. Arlington (34 Fed., 324).

Con. Oil We// Co. vs. Eaton (12 Fed., 870).

American Bell Tel Co. vs. Gloh Tel. Po.(3lFe<L,

732).

Fracer vs. Midvak Steel Works (38 h/.. 231

WhiU vs. Heath (10 Id., 204).

Merriam vs. Smith (11 Id., 589).

Shaw vs. Lead Company (11 Id., 71 ~>).

Campbell vs. James (2 Id., 338).

Dibbli vs. Augur (7 Blatch., 86).

Henry vs. Stovi Co. (2 B. A: A.. 224).

rdon vs. Anthony ( 16 Blatch., 234).

Jenkins vs. Greenwald (2 Pish., 37).

Chemical Works vs. Vice (11 Blatch., 179).

Losh vs. Hagui (Webst., 200).

California Kl<<-t, ',<<! I Works we. Henzel (48 Fed.

Rep., 375).
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The last cited case is directly in point. It arose in this

circuit and has just been affirmed by the Appellate Court.

There defendant had infringed prior to the assignment of

the patent to the plaintiff. He had not infringed subse-

quent to the assignment. Indeed, he testified that he did

not intend to make any further sales of the infringing

articles. He had a few of them on hand, however, and

advertised them in his catalogue. An injunction was

granted.

Indeed, the Circuit Court for the Northern District ot

Ohio has carried the doctrine so far as to hold that where

a patent has been only applied for, though not yet granted

or issued, a court of equity has jurisdiction in a suit by

the prospective patentee, to grant an injunction restrain-

ing infringements being committed before the patent has

been issued.

Butler vs. Ball (28 Fed. Rep., 7-34).

Of course it is not necessary for us to go so far as that,

because in our case, when the suit was brought, the patent

had been issued and the defendant had not only infringed

(if we may so use the word) prior to the issuance, but

was advertising and threatening and preparing to infringe

after the issuance of the patent. Hence, we are clearly

entitled to an injunction on the ground of threatened in-

fringement, even though the present mill now being made

and sold by the defendant is not an infringement.

But the present mill of defendant is an infringement.

That mill has, since this suit was brought, been patented

by Koefoed (the same Koefoed who purloined Smith's

invention as herein before stated) and will be designated

as
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THE KOEFOED MILL.

We shall first consider the infringement of Claims 1 to

4 covering the outside support. So far as those claims

are concerned the Koefoed mill is identical with the

Smith mill except that the outside support in Koefoed's

is made in two parts and then bolted together, whereas

in Smith's the support is made in one piece. We here-

with reproduce side by side cuts of the two mills show-

ing a front view of the outside column, that of Smith

being taken from Exhibit D, which is complainants'

catalogue, and that of Koefoed from Exhibit A, which is

the advertisement of defendant in " Wood and Iron,"

purporting to represent the style of mill sold by them

after the issuance of our patent.

From these cuts it will be seen that Smith's column is

made in a single piece, while Keofoed's is made in two

pieces with abutting flanges securely bolted together. It

is not pretended that any different purpose or result is

obtained by thus making the column in two pieces and

then bolting them together. No claim for such construc-

tion is made in Koefoed's patent. Indeed, the sole object

appear- to have been an attempted evasion of Smith's

patent and this is a ease where, in the words of Judge

Sage used in the ease of Barnes vs. Ruthenberg (32 Fed.

Rep., Lf>9):

" There is before us an illustration of that ingenuity of

evasion which is not invention and does not avoid in-

fringement."

I defendant would have your Honors believe that Smith's

invention, embodied in Claims 1 to 1, consists in making

his outside support in a single piece or casting. But
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such is not the case. The object of his invention was to

get a rigid support for the front bearings of the band-

wheel shafts, and he merely showed the single casting as

the best means for obtaining that result.

In his specification he says (lines 8 to 13), that one of

the objects of his invention is " to so improve the sup-

porting frame of band-saw mills that the operative parts

may be readily applied in position for use, and, when

once adjusted, they will be firmly and permanently sup-

ported in true alignment."

And again, from lines 25 to 46 of the specification, he

says

:

' k These objects I accomplish mainly by so construct-

ing the frame of the machine that the band-wheels may

be kept in true alignment no matter what tension will be

brought on the saw. In machines of this kind heretofore

constructed the supports for the bearings of the upper and

lower band-wheels were made separate and independently

attached to the supporting frame. The strain of the saw

of course tended to draw the upper and lower band-wheels

at an angle to each other, thereby causing the saw to run

unevenly or require separate adjustment of the upper

band-wheel vertically, as well as what is known as cross-

line adjustment, to make the saw run true after each

straining or slackening of the saw tension. To overcome

these defects I have provided a single casting, which is

fir
' secured to the supporting frame in such manner

as 3ceive the front bearings of both band-wheels."

e patentee then proceeds to describe the particular

iction of his outside support as consisting of a

single hollow casting, comprising the horizontal portion
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D, with flanges for securing it to the main column, and

the two vertical columns or arms D1 and D ,
which re-

ceive and support the front bearings of the band-wheel

shafts; and he then winds up his specification by saving

(lines 35 to 43, p. 3)

:

" I have shown and described what I believe to be the

simplest and best means of embodying my invention, but

it is obvious that many mechanical changes may be made

without departing from its spirits and scope, and I would

hence have it understood that I consider all such

mechanical changes as mere modifications of my inven-

tion.

It is perfectly obvious from the foregoing that the

primary object of the invention was not simply to pro-

vide an outside support consisting of a single casting.

But the object was to provide a stiff, rigid outside support,

so attached to the main column that the saw could be readily

removed and replaced, and be kept at the proper tension

when in operation. By being made continuous and rigid

the band-wheels are prevented from being drawn together

at an angle to each other (see specification), and by being

attached to the main column by the horizontal part D,

between the hand-wheels, the saw can be readily removed

and replaced. Such is the fundamental idea of the in-

vention; and as the best means or mechanism for embody-

ing that idea the patentee specifies a singti hollow easting.

But his invention is not thereby limited toa single hollow

casting, Anv other mechanism which would contain his

invention, whether it he in a single casting or in several

castings bolted together, is within thescopeof the claims.

Such is the provision of tin- law.
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Section 4888 of the revised statutes provides that the

patentee in ease of a machine, "shall explain the princi-

ple thereof and the best mode in which he has contem-

plated applying that principle, so as to distinguish it from

other inventions."

After he has done that he will be protected, however

the torn) of his invention may be varied. He is not re-

quired to describe or claim all the /onus in which his in-

vention may be embodied, but only one form, viz.
:

" the

best form in which he has contemplated using it."

Thus in Murphy vs. Eastman (5 Fish., 306), the pat-

entee had described and claimed his device in an angular

form. The infringer had used it in ^circular form. Judge

Shepley said:

" The patentee does not claim in terms the thing pat-

ented, however its form and proportions may be varied.

But the law so interprets his claim without the addition

of those words. In contemplation of law, after he has

fully described his invention and shown its principle and

claimed it in a form which perfectly embodies it, unless he

disclaims other forms, he is deemed to claim every form in

which his invention may be copied."

And so likewise in LeRoy vs. Tatham (2 Blatch., 486),

Judge Nelson said:

" A change of form is not a substantial change. A

patentee is not confined to the precise arrangement shown

in his patent. Formal changes are nothing; mere me-

chanical changes are nothing. All these may bo made

outside the description of the patent."

See abo to the same effect:

Ives vs. Hamilton (92 D. S.,426).
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Winans vs. Den-mead (15 How., 122).

Brush vs. rw<7<7 (132 U. S., 39).

#eed vs. Smith (40 Fed. Rep., 886).

Manufacturing Co. vs. Bushing Co. (31 A 7
.. 76).

77/'- Accumulator Case (38 7(7., 143).

Smith comes directly within the purview of the law as

thus laid down by standard authorities. He has explained

the principle of his invention as consisting in providing a

continuous rigid outside support to accomplish two specific

results; he has shown the best form of mechanism for em-

bodying that principle, to wit: a casting made in a single

piece, and he has gone further (though the law did not

require it), and specifically stated in his specification

that his invention was not confined to a single casting,

although that was the best form of it.

Defendants have proceeded on the theory that because

Smith shows and describes his outside support as cast in

a single piece, they evade the patent by cutting his east-

ing in two and then bolting the dismembered parts to-

gether. But such theory is erroneous, and as directly in

point we cite the case of Roots vs. Hyndman (6 Fish.,

439).

In that case the patent was for a rotary blower, or

rather a case or shell for a rotary blower. The case or

sln-11 was made in a single piece, and 80 arranged that the

shafts and the abutments carried by them could be re-

moved, without requiring the case to be taken apart. De-

fendant had divided his case (made it in two parts) on

the line of the axes of hi- shafts and abutments, east

flanges on the separate parts and put bolts through these

flanges to bold the parts together, as an integral case.
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This is precisely the same in principle, mutatis mutan-

dis, as what the Vulcan Iron Works have done.

The fourth claim of the Roots patent was for the blower

case, so arranged as to admit of the abutments (or rotary

pistons) being introduced into or removed from the case

without requiring the latter to be taken apart. His Honor

Judge Emmons said, in deciding the case:

11 A machine in all respects like the complainant's,

with the exception of a useless division of the shortened

arcs by casting them in two piece*, would be an infringe-

ment without any doubt whatever."

This decision was affirmed on appeal in Hyndman

vs. Roots (97 U. S., 224), where Mr. Justice Swayne

aptly says:

"The appellees (patentees) * * confine their

claims to improvements in the shell or case of blowers.

* * ::: They say the objects of their invention were to

avoid the necessity of boring out the interior concave sur-

faces of the case, and of facing off or planing the head-

plates, and to render it practicable to cast the entire outside

casing in one piece. * * * The appellant's (infringer's)

case is cast in two parts. * * * * Why is this?

And what are his object and purpose? We can imagine

none but to gather where another had sown, and escape

by simulation and subterfuge the consequences which the

Act of Congress has prescribed for the unlawful appro-

priation of such property. The proofs leave

no doubt in our minds that the appellant is guilty of the

infringement of this claim."

Apply this language to Koefoed's mill. Why did he

make his casting in two parts? What was his object? It
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was to gather where another had sown, and escape by

simulation and subterfuge the consequences which the

Act of Congress has prescribed for the unlawful appro-

priation of such property.

Further, defendant's acts impliedly concede that their

integral standard, although senselessly divided and again

made integral by bolting the severed parts together, is

the equivalent of Smith's integral standard. In the speci-

fication of Koefoed's patent (p. 2, lines 70-6), we find the

following statement:

" The two front member^. C and D, of the main frame

are made separately and are bolted to the front of the

main column B, as shown in Figs. I and II. These

members may abut one upon the other or be bolted

together if required, flanges being provided for that pur-

pox."

As covering that construction Koefoed originally asked

for the following claims, among others, viz.:

"8. In a band-saw mill, as shown and described, the

two outer supporting member.- of the main frame. C and

D,made separately and bolted to the front of the main

column B, a- shown in Figure- I and II of the drawings,

substantially as set forth.

"9. In ;t band-saw mill, a- shown and described, the

two outer supporting members, C and D, of the main

frame, madi separately and abutted together whore they

meet on tfo main column B, and provided with flang

that they can h bolted together if required, in constructing

or U8ing the machine, substantially as hereinbefor<

forth."

Bee Koefoed's File-wrapper.
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These proposed claims were rejected by the patent

office on the patents of Cleveland, 451,100, Cunning-

ham, 427,704, and Wilkin, 406,322, all of which are

subsequent to Smith's invention and show integral outside

supports. One of them, Cunningham, was in interference

with Smith. In that interference priority was decreed

to Smith, and Cunningham took his patent after eliminat-

ing all claim to the Lwo-part integral support, because

that was covered by Smith's invention. One of the

others, Cleveland, disclaimed the invention in Smith's

favor and took his patent without any claim to the in-

tegral standard.

After this action of the patent office and the summary

rejection of his original Claims 8 and 9, Koefoed deliber-

ately canceled them, acquiesced in the decision, and took

out his patent without any claim whatever for the integral

outMe support He thereby admitted that his outside

support was an integral outside support and the equivalent

of Smith's.

Under the well settled rule of law applicable to such

rulings in the patent office and acquiescence therein by

an applicant for a patent, the Vulcan Iron Works can-

not, after their patent has been so issued, claim that their

integral two-part support is not the equivalent of Smith's

single easting.

Shepard vs. Cardigan (116 U. S.,-597)'.

Sergeant vs. Eall,ete\ (114 Id., 86).

LeggeM vs. Avery (101 Id., 258).

Cartridge ('<>. vs. Cartridge Co. (112 Id., 044).

James vs. Campbell (104 Id., 378),

Goodyear vs. Davis (102 Id., 228).
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S Uei vs. Robinson (119 H., .341).

Sums vs. JA-v/ (100 /<?., 072).

Crawford vs. Heysinger (128 A/.. 606).

Now let us take Smith's first tour claims and compare

therewith the Koefoed mill element by element.

Smith's Fibst Claim.

••
1. In a hand-saw mill the combination with the

hand-wheels and main-supporting frame or column, of an

al standard carrying the front bearings of the upper

and lower hand-wheel shafts, said standard being attached

to the front side of said main frame or column between

said hand- wheels, substantially, etc., etc."

It is conceded by defendant that Koefoed's mill con-

tain- every element of this claim, except the integral

standard. It is likewise conceded that said mill contains

a stand ,
which accomplishes all the functions of

Smith's, bin which is made in two parts bolted together;

and, therefore, they contend that it i- not an integral

standard. This contention turn- upon the proper defini-

tion of the w«.nl integral.

The BO-called expert, Bell, called by defendant, who

showed himself to be more of a hired advocate than a

mechanical expert, stated that Koefoed's standard i- not

an integral standard, " because it is in two piece-." Rec-

ord, p. 353, .in-. 363 He admitted thai it performed

no different functions from Smith's standard, accomplished

no differenl result, but accomplished the same result, fur-

nished all the n< ary rigidity, thai tin- two were me-

chanical equivalents, and that there was no question

aboul it. (Cross-Ques. and An-. W8, !"'». 113, 117. 118,
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419, Record, pp. 361-3.) He finally admitted that he

gave a purely technical definition to the word "integral'

(Record, p. 363, Ans. 421), and that there were broader

views announced in different dictionaries (Record, p. 360,

Ans. 405), at variance with his views. In this he re-

ferred to the Century Dictionary, to which his attention

was called, and which defines the word " integral," when

used as an adjective, as follows:

" Integral. A. Relating to a whole composed of parts

spatially distinct (as a human body of head, trunk and

limbs) or of distinct units (as a number)."

Cent. Diet., p. 3130.

We are not in the habit of trying patent cases on dic-

tionary definitions, but in this case we refer to this defini-

tion simply because the expert did so and admitted that

his own definition was at variance therewith. Taking

such definition, we find that defendant's column may

strictly and literally be called " integral." Most un-

doubtedly it is " a whole formed of pa its spatially distinct."

So is Smith's standard. The only difference between

them is in the mode and manner of uniting the parts. In

one case they are united by being cast together in a

mold, in the other, by being bolted together by bolts.

The definition fits each of them equally well.

But we care nothing for definitions or names, when ex-

amining a machine. It is the character of the machine

itself, its principle and mode of operation that we look

for. It is not the name, but the function of a thing, which

determines its character in mechanics. It is in this broad

light that we view the defendant's machine. The material

inquiry is not, what is the name by which its outside sup-
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port is designated, but what is its mode of operation and

the function it performs? Does it do anything different

from Smith's column? Not at all. It does precisely the

same thing. Does it do that thing in any different man-

ner? No. The two devices do precisely the same thing

in precisely the same way. Consequently they are m

law the same thing. If there be any difference between

them, it is not a difference in the result produced nor in

the manner of producing it, but simply and solely in the

form of consPruotim "A change of form is not a sub-

stantial change. A patentee is not confined to the pre-

cipe arrangment shown in his patent. Formal changes

are nothing; mere mechanical changes are nothing. All

these maybe made outside the description of the patent."

(Nelson, J.)

Smith's 2d Claim.

" 2. The combination substatially as specified, of the

hollow supporting column C, and the hollow casting D

D l D 2

,
centrally secured to said column to furnish rigid

supports for the front bearings of the upper and lower

band-wheel shafts."

There cannot be the slightest doubt as to the infringe-

ment of tbis claim, because it docs not in terms call for an

integral standard. It does not use the term integral It

calls for a hollow easting which furnishes rigid supports

tor the band-wheel shafts, and even the technical defini-

tion given by Bell cannot be of any avail to defendant as

against this claim. Undoubtedly the Koefoed mill has

the hollow casting D I

>

! D8
, or its equivalent Bell him-

plf so testifies (Record, p. 363, Ans. 117). Hence, we

aresomewhal curious to know by what ledgerdemaiu of
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reasoning the defendant can avoid the charge of infring-

ing this claim.

Smith's 3d Claim.

"3, A support for the front bearings of the band-

wheel shafts, having the flanged horizontal portion D, to

be secured to the supporting frame, and the vertical arms

I)
1 D\ cast in one piece with said central portion, the said

part D l being bored to receive the adjustable bearings

of the upper band-wheel shaft."

The element italicized is claimed by defendant not to

be in their mill. The other elements are admitted to be

there. Our argument on this claim is but a repitition of

what has already been said. While the element above

italicized is not found in that precise form in defendant's

mill, its mechanical equivalent is there found. Our

claim is not limited to the specific form shown. We have

merely shown that as the best form. The claim covers

all other forms which are its mechanical equivalent. The

case is precisely similar to Murphy vs. Eastman, supra,

where the claim called in specific terms for an angular

ring aroung a brush-head. The defendant had used a

gireular one, Yet, as the two were equivalents, the

Court held that the claim for the one covered the other.

Even at the risk of being tedious we again repeat what

the Court there said.

"The patentee does not claim in terms the thing pat-

ented, however its form and proportions may be varied.

But the law so interprets his claim without the addition

of those words. In contemplation of law, after he has

fully described his invention and shown its principle and

claimed it in a form which perfectly embodies it, unless
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he disclaims other forms, he is deemed to claim every

form in which his invention may he copied.
93

Smith's 4th Claim.

" 4. The combination of the base plate A, cast in a

single piece, the column C, having a flanged base, to be

secured to said base A, the front support for the band-

wheel shafts, consisting of the casting I) D 1 D2
,
and

shield 13\ together forming a supporting frame for band-

saw mills, substantially, etc., etc."

The Koefoed mill has all of these elements, varying

from Smith's only in form. The base plate and main

column are made square instead of circular, as shown in

Smith's patent; but even the technical counsel of defend-

ant would not have the hardihood to contend that such

variation of form would be material. If he did, we

would refer him to the cases of Manufacturing Co. vs.

Bushing Co. (31 Fed. Rep., 76), Brush vs. Julien (38

Fed. Rep., 143), and Brush vs. Gondii (132 U. S., 39);

where it was held that a square is the equivalent of a cir-

cle. As to the remaining elements of the claim, they are

nil found in the Koefoed mill.

We come now to the last point involved in the case,

viz.:

INFRINGEMENT OF STRAINING DEVICE.

This feature i< covered by Smith's 5th, 6th and 10th

claims. It is ;i very simple and effective device, and the

accompanying cut clearly illustrates it. The rock-shaft

(J extends transversely through the center of the hollow

supporting column C, and the central horizontal portion

<,f the hollow outside support 1 >. This rock-shaft has

downwardly projecting steel knife-edges at each end,
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marked g\ which rest in the V-shaped cavities ot steel

plates attached to brackets, one on the interior of the rear

wall of the main column, and the other on the interior of

front wall of the outside column. These knife-edges rest-

ing in the grooved plates constituse the bearings, and the

only bearings of the rock-shaft. Thereby the rock-shaft

has a side tilting motion, back and forth, of an exceed-

ingly sensitive nature, because by such construction fric-

tion is reduced to a minimum, and it requires but slight

pressure to tilt the rock-shaft from side to side. This

pressure is produced when desired by a lever K, attached

to the shaft at right angles midway between the end bear-

ings, and provided at its outer extremity with removable

weights. When a fixed amount of pressure is desired, a

corresponding amount of weight is attached. When it i>

desired to vary the pressure, the weight is varied by ad-

dition or substraction, as the case may be. Xear each end

of the rock-shaft is provided a short arm g, at right angles

thereto, having a step or depression in its outer end, in

which rests the pointed lower end of the vertical rod

which supports the bearing of the upper band-wheel

shaft. It is thus apparent that the bearings of the upper

band-wheel shaft are neatly counterpoised by the pressure

of the weights on the lever K, and the knife-edge Bear-

ings of the rock-shaft, by diminishing friction, provide

an exceedingly sensitive adjustment.

Now let us look atKoefoed's device. He has the lever

and removable weights. He has the transverse rock-shaft,

but at the ends, instead of having the short arms acting

a- seats for the vertical rods supporting the bearings of

the upper band-wheel shaft, he has provided a yoke (/.*.,
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a forked arm) or as called by Smith a " bridle." The

vertical rods rest on these yokes, or rather winged

nuts having knife-edges are attached to the rods, which

knife-edges rest on steel gibs in the yokes. This portion

of the device is a slightly different construction from the

corresponding portion of Smith's device, but accomplishes

precisely the same result, to wit: forms a sensitive anti-

frictional connection between the vertical rods and the

rock-shaft. Smith has perforated the ends of his short

arms to act as seats or supports for the vertical rods with

a minimum of friction. Koefoed has bifurcorated them

for the same purpose. But this particular feature is not

material to the claims, because the claims of Smith are

not aimed to cover it. The essence of his claims consists

of the manner of mounting the rock-shaft.

Now, Koefoed has mounted his rock-shaft in this way:

instead of fixing the knife-edges directly in the rock-

shaft and allowing them to rest in the steel gibs attached

to brackets, as Smith has done, he has placed the knife-

edges in the brackets projecting upwardly, and the steel

gibs in the rock-shaft resting upon the knife-edges a n

- d of /"'/is without in the slightest degree chang-

ing the result accomplished. The accompanying cuts

clearly show the two constructions. They are reproduced

from defendant's Exhibits 45 and 4r>. and are cross-sec-

tions or end view- of the respective devices >h<»\vn in the

Smith and Koefoed patent-.

Il will be seen therefrom that Smith puts his knife-

edge- in the mek— haft and his steel gibs in the bracket-:

thai Koefoed puts his knife-edges on the brackets and his

ateel ribs in the rock-shaft. Thai is the only difference*
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The sensitive straining device in each case is supported

upon knife-edge bearings. No journal bearings of any

kind are employed by either, nor are any compound lev-

ers. This is the valuable contribution that Smith added to

the art. No one ever did it or suggested doing it before

Smith placed his invention before the public.

All that Koefoed has done is to reverse the location of

the parts without changing the result; but this is not in-

vention, nor does it avoid infringement. Says Mr. Wal-

ker (§ 348):

" Changing the relative position of the parts of a ma-

chine or manufacture does not avert infringement where

the parts transposed perform the same respective func-

tions after the change as before."

This is familiar learning and is sustained by the fol-

lowing cases:

Adams vs. Mfg. Co. (3 Ban. and Ard., 1).

Knoxvs. Quicksilver Co, (6 Sawy., 438).

Nail Co. vs. Kail Co. (28 Fed. Rep., 234).

Potter vs. Schenck, (1 Biss., 515).

Consolidated Safety Valve Co. vs. Crosby 8. 9.

and V. Co. (113 U. S., 157).

Now, let us take up each one of these claims in detad.

Fifth Claim.

"5. In a band-saw mill the combination of the sup-

porting frame, the vertically adjustable bearings for the

upper band-wheel shaft, mounted in said frame, the

transverse shaft G, mounted on knife-edge bearing- in

said frame, and having arms gg
l secured upon said shaft

to support the bearings of said upper band-wheel shaft,
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and the weighted lever K, secured upon said shaft be-

tween the knife-edge bearings to counterpoise the bear-

ings of the upper band-wheel shaft, and provide a

sensitive automatic adjustment for the same whereby the

saw is kept at the proper tension."

Koefoed has all of these elements combined together

and accomplishing the same result as Smith's patent. He

has (1) a supporting frame; he has (2) vertically adjust*

able bearings for the upper band-wheel shaft mounted in

said frame; he has (3) a transverse shaft mounted on

knife-edge bearings in said frame; he has (4) the equiva-

lents of our short arms gg\ to wit, the yokes (i. e., bifur-

cated short arms) secured upon said shaft to support the

bearings of said upper baud-wheel shaft: he has (5) the

weighted lever K secured upon said shaft between the

knife-edge bearings to counterpoise the bearings of the

upper band-wheel shaft and provide a sensitive automatic

adjustment for the same whereby the saw is kept at the

proper tension.

He has all the elements of this claim, combined to-

gether in substantially the same way and accomplishing

substantially the same result.

Sixth Claim.

This claim embodies the essential elements of Claim 5,

and adds certain other minor elements, such as the ad-

justing screws <f, the rod k on the outer end of the

weighted level", the cap nut /', and the removable weights.

The Koefoed patent shows all of these additional ele-

ments. Hence, it there he an infringement of the 5th

Claim, there is ;m infringement of the 6th.
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Tenth Claim.

" 10. In a band-saw mill the combination of the col-

umn C, brackets projecting from said column, a rock-

shaft having knife-edge bearings resting upon said

brackets, a weighted lever, and two arms gg
l secured

upon said rock-shaft, with the band-wheel shaft and its

boxes and rods supporting the boxes, said rods resting

upon the arms r///," etc.

Koefoed's patent also shows all the elements of this

claim. It will not be necessary to go over the elements

again in detail. We apprehend that the matter has al-

ready been made sufficiently plain. If the oth Claim is

infringed, then the 10th is also infringed.

Mr. Smith, who examined both styles of mills made by

defendant, and who is a thorough mechanic and expert,

testifies that he finds the combinations of Claims 5, 6 and

10 in both forms of defendant's mill. (Record Q, and

Ans. 87-120, pp. 170-5.) Defendants have not at-

tempted to contradict this testimony, but have positively

confirmed it by applying for and accepting a patent for

the same combinations with some unimportant and un-

necessary elements added. In other words, they have

taken Smith's simple combinations and built upon them,

without varying the principle or mode of operation. Even

if these added features could be dignified by the name

improvements, they would not avoid infringement. De-

fendants have actually done what a learned jurist once

said no mere improver bad a right to do: Put a saddle on

another's horse, and ride the animal without the owner's

consent. The most that the defendant lias done was to

put a " saddle " on Smith's " horse "; or, as Smith puts

it, a " bridle " on his "rock-shaft."
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Take Koefoed's allowed claims (even disregarding those

originally asked for and rejected on Smith's patent and

others subsequent to Smith's invention), omit the added

features, and' we have Smith's combinations pure and

simple. To illustrate, take Koefoed's third claim:

'* 3. In a band-saw mill the (forked or double),

straining lever, having an operating arm, knife-edge

bearings (and crotches), at each end, in combination with

the nuts received into said (crotches), substantially, etc."

Now if we omit the matter inclosed in the brackets,

and remember that the " crotches" are the short arms of

Smith's levers bifurcated to receive the hardened steel

screws, instead of being perforated as are Smith's, we

have Smith's identical combination.

If we omit the the word " forked " from the next to

last line of Koefoed's Claim 4, we have substantially

Smith's Claim 5.

If we omit the word " crotches," or substitute therefore

the words "short arms," we have the combination of

Smith's 6th Claim.

Koefoed's Claim 6 has every element of Smith's Claim

10, with the immaterial feature of making his short arms

or " crotches" detachable and setting the fulcra to one

side instead of at the end. The only difference is that

Smith has added in his claim elements which are also in

defendant's structure but only inferentially in Koefoed's

claims.

In the same way we might read Koefoed's Claims 7, 8

and (

-l These include vwvy feature of Smith's claims

with immaterial additions and formal changes of some of

the parts.
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Indeed, it is hard to resist the conclusion that in pre-

paring his patent Koefoed had Smith's patent before him

and sought industriously to describe a machine which

accomplishes the same result in the same manner as

Smith's, but which he endeavored to make appear differ-

ent from Smith's by changing the names and forms of

certain elements and reversing the parts in certain in-

stances. It is what Judge Sage calls " an illustration of

that ingenuity of evasion which is not invention and

does not avoid infringement."

Said Judge Nelson in Potter vs. Holland (2 Fish., 102)

:

"So long as a patentee's ideas are found in the con-

struction and arrangement of the defendant's machine, no

matter what may be its form, or shape, or appearance, the

party using it is appropriating his invention and must be

held to be an infringer."

It cannot be denied that the Koefoed mill embodies

Smith's ideas of a continuous rigid outside support and a

rock-shaft mounted on knife-edge bearings. Therefore,

it is an infringement, though its form, shape or appear-

ance, be different, and that is all there is in the case.

And finally, to use the language of Judge Blodgett, in

the Electric Case (44 Fed. Rep., 286)

:

" In this as in almost all cases of infringement, there

are slight differences in mode of construction and devices

for the result accomplished by the patent. It is rare that

we find an infringing machine which is copied with Chi-

nese fidelity from that which it is claimed to infringe, but

the infringers always endeavor to escape the charge of in-

fringement by some modification which shall apparently

cause their machine to differ from that of the patentee.
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The essential thing, however, to be considered in all such

cases is, whether the principle embodied and claimed in

the patent has been substantially used by the defendant,

and if we find that it has been so substantially used, it is

the duty of the Court to protect the patentee, however

ingenious may be the mode of infringement."

We submit that we are entitled to a decree.

J. H. MILLER,
M. M. ESTEE,

Solicitors for Complainants.


